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AGREEMENT
Between
THE TOWN OF CHEEKTOWA(aA,
and
THE TOWN OF CHEEKTOWAGA
EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION
THIS AGREEMENT IS MADE THIS 7TH
DAY OFOCTOBER,1996,BY AND BETWEEN
THE SUPERVISOR" OF THE TOWN OF
CHEEKTOWAGA, ON BEHALF OF THE
TOWN BOARD OF CHEEKTOWAGA, HERE-
INAFTER REFER~ED TO AS THE "BOARD",
AND THE TOWN OF CHEEKTOWAGA
EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION, INC., HEREIN-
AFTER REFERREb TO AS THE "UNION",
HAS AS ITS PURPOSETHE PROMOTION OF
HARMONIOUS RELATIONS BETWEEN THE
BOARD AND THE UNION, ESTABLISHMENT
OF AN EQUITABLE AND PEACEFUL
PROCEDURE FOR THE RESOLUTION OF
D:lFFERENCES,AND THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF RATES OF PAY,.HOURS OF WORK, AND
OTHER CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT.
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE
N\RTIES THAT ANY PROVISIONS OF THIS
AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE
ACTION TO PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENT ATION
BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVID-
INGTHE ADDITIONAL FUNDST~~REFORE,
SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE. UNTIL
TilE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY
HAS GIVEN ITS. APPROVAL. "
Article 1
RECOGNITION
The Board recognizes the Union as the sole and
exclusive bargaining agent for the purposes of estab-
lishing wages, hours and other conditions of employ-
ment for the employees in the negotiating unit, here-
inafter described. Such recognition shall extend to
the maximum period allowed by law.
Article 2
NEGOTIATING UNIT
The negotiating unit shall consist of ali the
employees of the Town of Cheektowaga including
Animal Control Officers, except elected officials,
members of the Police Department, employees
represented by other bargaining units, exempt per-
sonnel including but not limited to the Town Attor-
ney, Deputy Town Attorney, SpecialTown Prosecu-
tor, Assistant to the Supervisor, LegislativeAssistant,
Legislative Clerk, Supervising Accountant, Accoun-
tant, Junior Accountant, Project Directors, Senior
Citizens Director, Senior Recreation Supervisor,
Director of Community Development, Employment
and Training Director, Clerk to the Court, Town
Engineer,SupervisingBuildingand Plumbing Inspec-
tor, Fiscal Officer, Executive Director of the Youth
Board, the Assessors, First Deputy Town Clerk,
Second Deputy Town Clerk, Deputy Receiver of
Taxes and Assessments, Youth Board Program
Coordinator, General Foremen, Working Foremen,
Director of Administration and Finance, Coordina-
tor of Employee RelationS,confidential clerical per-
sonnel of the Office of Employee Relations, Public
,Safety Dispatchers, members of the Boards and
Commissions appointed by the Town Board, and
seasonal, temporary and part-time employees.
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Article 3
UNION SECURITY
Section 3.01 - Union Member.hlp
(a) Each employee who oq the effective date of
th is Agreement, or who thereafter is a member of the
U aion, and files a dues deduction authorization shall
hllve dues deducted from his paycheck, on a weekly
bl ISis.
(b) Any employee who is not a member of the
Uaion shall pay an agency fee to the Union equal to
th edues deduction. Such agency fee shall be deducted
ud transmitted to the Union in the same manner as
dtles. The Union agrees to indemnify and hold harm-
le!iSthe Town for any deductions made pursuant to
this subparagraph and for any claims made against
tb~ Town by any agency fee payer.
(~) Initiation fee shall be made out to the Union
and paid directly to its Treasure.
Suction 3.02 - Payroll Deduction of Union
Dues
(a) All employees who-are members of the Union
shill tender their membership dues to the Union by
si~;ning the Authorization for Payroll Deduction of
Union Dues on a form provided by the Union.
. (b) The Board agrees to deduct Union member-
sh:ip dues in accordance with the amount certified by
thl~ Union to the Board and to maintain such dues
deductions in accordance with the terms and condi-
tions of the form of Authorization for Payroll Deduc-
tion of the Union Dues provided by the Union from
thl: pay of all employees who have executed such
authorization for payroll deduction of Union Dues.
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(c) Payroll deduction of Union dues under the-
properly executed Authorization for Payroll Deduc-
tion of Union Dues form shall become effective at the
time the form is signed by the employee and shall be
deducted by the next full pay period and each period
thereafter from the p~y of the employ~, providing
the form is duly filed with the Fiscal Officer.
(d) The aggregate total of all such deductions shall
be remitted each week to the designated financial
officer of ~he Union together with a list from whom
dues have been deducted on or before the tenth
(10th) of every month.
(e) Any changes in the amount of Union dues to
be deducted must be certified by the Union in writing
to the Fiscal Officer.
(f) The Union agrees'to indemnify and hold harm-
less the Town for all deductions made pursuant to
this section. '
Section 3.03 - Bulletin Boards
The Town shall install bulletin boards with lock
and keys to the Union President at the following
work locations. Highway Department, Sanitation
Department, Sewer Department, Building Mainte-
nance Office, Town Hall, Police and Court Building,
Cheektowaga Recreation Center, MaiQ Pump Sta-
(tion, Facilities Department (all loCations), Senior
_.
Citizens Center, Sign Maintenance, Youth and
Recreational Services, Alexander Street 'complex
and Recycling Department. Said bulletin boards
shall be for tbe exclusive use of the Union and for the
purpose of posting seniority lists and job opportuni-
ties. The size of the said bulletin boards shall be
twenty-four (24") inches by thirty-six (36") inches.
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Sltetlon 3.04 - Acce.. to Preml.e.
The Town agrees to permit representatives of the
Ullion to enter the premises of the Town for individ-
ual discussion of working conditions with employees
du,ring working hours, providing that such discussion
dces not unduly interfere with the performance of his
du ties. All non-bargaining representatives of the
Union must receive prior approval from the Town
Su pervisor or his designee before entering the pre-
mises of the Town.
Soctlon 3.05 - Aid to Other Union.
The Town agrees there will be no aid, promotion
or financing of any labor group or organization
which purports to engage in coilective bargaining on,
the:part of the board or those designatedas his
rellresentative or subordinate staff for the purpose of
undermining the Union during the term of this
A~:reement.
S.Hctlon 3.06 - Job Security
The Town agrees that no permanent employees in
thc: bargaining unit as of the effective date of this
agreement shall be laid off. The number of perman-
enl employees covered by this agreement may
dec:rease to 260 employees (two hundred & sixty)
~ffi~ctive 10/01/96,255 employees (two hundred &
fifty five) effective 7/01/97, and 250 employees
(two hundred & fifty) effective 01101 /98, as a result
of retiremc;nt, promotion (out of the bargaining unit)
or resignation after 5 (five) years of service. In the
evc:nt of financial or operational exigency, the parties
agree to reopen Section 3.06 for further negotiations.
Section 3.07 - Discrimination
(a) Discrimination Prohibited. Neither the Town
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nor the Union shall discriminate against any employee
covered by this Agreement in a manner which would
violate any applicable laws because of race, creed,
color, national origin, age, sex or disability.
(b) Union Fair Representation. The Union recog-
nizes its responsibility as bargaining agent and agrees
to fairly represent all employees in the bargaining
unit.
Section 3.08 - Stewarda
(a) Employees selected by the Union to act as
Union Representatives shall be known as "ste-
wards". The names of the representatives who may
represent employees shall be certified, in writing, to
the Board by the local Union.
(b) The Union shall be permitted to appoint on~
(I) chief steward and, in addition, one (I) steward for
each department location, except for Highway where
there shall be two (2) stewards.
(c) The Union Stewards may investigate and pro-
cess grievances during working hours, without loss of
time or pay, provided that the steward(s)' Depart-
ment Head or foreman is notified in advance and the
absence of the Steward(s) does not substantially
interfere with the productivity of the department.
Section 3.09 - Union Office
The Town agrees to allow the Union to place one
(I) trailer/mobile home, measuring twelve (12) feet
by seventy (70) feet, on Town property near the
Incinerator Building, without cost, for use by the
Union. The Town also agrees to pay utility service
for gas, electricity, water, sewage and telephone ser-
vice (local calls only) for the trailer used by the
Union. .
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Article 4
MANAGEMENTS RIGHTS
Tbe Town and the Association 'recognize that
s'ubject only to the provisions of this Agreement, the
management, direction and control of the Town's
business, operation and personnel are exclusively the
function of the Town. It is the intention hereof, that
all aU,thority, rights, powers and responsibilities are
rc:tained by the Town except those that are specifi-
cally abridged or modified by this Agreement.
It is expressly recognized, by way of illustration
and not by way of limitation, that such authority,
ri;~hts, powers, and responsibilities shall include, but
at e not limited to, determining the mission, objec-
ti'/es, policies, practices and procedures ofthe Town;
directing all programs and operations of the Town;
d€:termining methods, facilities, locations, and hours
for the conduct of the Towns programs and opera-
tions; selecting, hiring, training and promoting
employees; fixing and determining employees' quali-
fications, duties, job titles, and compensation; deter-
mining the necessity for filling vacancies; creating
new jobs and classifications and abolishing any jobs
and classifications; transferring employees from one
joh, classification or assignment to another;demot-
inU, suspending, discharging and disciplining
~ntployees; assigning, supervising and directing
employees in their work; determining the work to be
dO:l1e;releasing employees for proper, legitimate rea-
SOIlS;fixing and determining operating and personnel
sdedules; making rules and regulations for the con-
duet of work and the maintenance of safety, order,
disdpline, efficiency and the protection of property;
colltracting for goods and services; and issuing any
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other orders or directives intended to carry out the
managerial responsibilities and duties imposed upon"
the Town by law.
MAINTENANCE OF STANDARDS
The parties agree that with respect to matters not
covered by this Agreement, no benefit or privilege
provided to employees in this bargaining unit by law,
rule regulation or practice will be reduced, impaired
or diminished without prior written notification to,
and negotiations with the Union.
Article 5
"
HOURS OF WORK
Section 5.01 - Regular Hour.
(a) The regular hours of work each day shall be
consecutive, except for interruptions for lunch
periods.
(b) All employees covered by this Agreement
shall be required to either sign a time sheet or use a
time clock at the beginning of the shift and conclu-
sion thereof and"at the beginning and end of each
lunch break. The Town may install time clocks in all
the following departments (all or none) Facilities,
Highway, Sanitation, Recycling, Youth & Recrea-
tion, Sewer, Main Pump Station, Animal Control
and Central Garage, and have blue collar employees
use such time clocks for clocking in and out at the
beginning and end of the work"shift, and overtime
shifts, ifthe lunch period isextended from thirty (30)
minutes to forty-five (45) minutes, and all seasonal,
part-time and temporary employees must use the
time clocks. Any employee falsifying reCords or
clocking in or out for another employee shall be
subject to disciplinary action.
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Section 5.02 - Work Week
(a) The normal work week shall consist of five (5)
consecutive eight (8) hour days, Monday through
Friday, inclusive, except where otherwise provided
i[1this Agreement.
(b) Office employees in the Town Hall shall con-
ti Due under the present system which is from Mon-
diy through Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
(c) Should any Department desire to initiate a
dltTerent work week schedule for certain employees,
the matter shall be negotiated with the Union. The
L'nion shall be notified at least thirty (30) working
diyS prior to the anticipated change in the work
week schedule, except in the cases of emergency.
(d) The regular starting times for employees in the
S imitation Department shall be 6:00 a.m. for the
morning shift employees and 11:00 a.m. for the
afternoon shift employees. Said employees shall con-
ti Due to work under the incentive system which
p,~rmitS a shift to end after five (5) hours with the
sHtisfactory completion of the assigned routes or dis-
tricts. Employees in that Department shall have the
o:ption of waiving meal period and rest periods. The
e:dsting sign-in and sign-out .procedure and practice
S]lallcontinue except as modified by Section 5.01 (b)
and the parties' agreement regarding consolidation of
tbe Sanitation and Recycling Departments.
(e) Overtime shall be paid to Sanitation Depart-
ment employees only for the number of overtime
hours actually worked beyond their normal shift.
(f) Sanitation and Recycyling employees shall be
sc:heduled to work all holidays, except Christmas and
New Year's Day. Refuse and recycling pickup for
tt.:ese two days will be a day later in the remainder of
tht week.
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Section 5.03 - Work Shift
Eight (8) consecutive hours of work, including
lunch periods, shall constitute a work shift, except for
employees in the Sanitation Department. All other
employees shall be scheduled to work on a regular
work shift, and each work shift shall have a regular
starting and quitting time.
Section 5.04
-
Work Day
Eight (8) consecutive scheduled hours of work
within the twenty-four (24) hour period shall consti-
tute the regular work day.
Section 5.05 - Work Schedule
(a) Work schedules showing the employees' work
shifts, work days and hours shall be posted on all
department bulletin boards at all times.
(b) Except for emergency conditions, work sche-
dules shall not be changed unless the changes are
mutually agreed upon by the Union and the Board.
Section 5.06
-
Work Records
A daily record of time worked shall be made
available to each employee upon request.
Section 5.07 - Rest Periods
(a) All employees' work schedules shall provide
for a fifteen (IS) minute rest period each one-half
(l/2) shift. Generally, the Town shall attempt. to
schedule rest periods at the midpoint of each one-half
(l/2) shift. Unless permitted otherwise by the Fore-
man or Department Head, rest periods are to be
taken on the work premises or job site.
(b) Employees required to work beyond their
regular quitting time into next shift shall receive a
fifteen (is) minute rest period{s) before they start to
work on the next shift. In addition, they shall be
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granted the regular rest periods that occur during this
s'~ift.
(c) It is understood that rest periods shall be sche-
d.uled so not to unduly interefere with the work to be
performed.
!iectlon 5.08 - Cleanup Time
All employees shall be granted a ten (10) minute
cleanup period prior to the end of the regular work
s:~ift. .
!iectlon 5.09 - Inclement Weather
In the event of severe weather, all employees are
eKpected to make every reasonable effort to report to
work at their regularly scheduled time, unless noti-
fied that the department is closed. Such closing will
be made by radio announcement, as per Section
5.10. If an employee is unable to report on time but
does report by 12:00 noon, he shall be paid as if he
rl:ported for work on time.
If the employee, after having made every reasona-
ble effort to report to work is unable to do so, he will
bave the option of using a sick or personal day. If he
bas no accrued sick or personal days, he shall be
permitted to use a vacation day.
S;ectlon 5.10 - Clollng of Departmentl
The Town Supervisor, due to inclement weather,
Dlay shut down any or all departments. The closing
or the department shall mean that no employee shall
rc:port to work. Any employee whose department
h liSbeen shut down as per Section 5.09 shall have the
option of using a sick or personal day. If he has no
a,:crued sick or personal days, he may use a vacation
diy. Announcements regarding the closing of any or
aU Town departments will be aired on WBEN 930
(AM) and WGR 55 (AM).
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If the department is closed f9r three (3) consecu-
tive work days by order ofthe Supervisor, one (1)
"Act of God" day (eight [8] hours) will be allowed
each employee.
Section 5.11 - Inclement Weather Call In
After the Town Supervisor has delcared an incle-
ment weather condition, and after all department
full-time employees have been utilized, if it becomes
nessary to utilize additional full-time employees from
other departments, employees will be called in
according to a town-wide seniority list on the basis of
their experience and demonstrated ability to operate
related equipment. Any employee who works in
another department during an emergency situation
will be charged with such overtime.
Section 5.12 - Lunch Periods
All employees covered by this Agreement shall
have a paid lunch period of at least one-half (1/2)
hour, except clerical employees who shall have a one
(l) hour paid lunch.
Article 6
HOLIDAYS
Section 6.01 - Holidays Observed and
Recognized
Thefollowing shall be recognized and observed as
paid holidays:
New Years Day
January 2nd
PresidentS' Day
Good Friday
Memorial Day
Independence Day
Labor Day
Election Day
Veterans Day
Columbus Day
Thanksgiving Day
Day After Thanksgiving
December 24th
Christmas Day
Employee Birthday
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(a) An employee may take the holiday designated
as the "employee birthday" on anyone of his normal
work days during the week the birthday falls. The
t~mployee shall obtain the prior approval of his
Department Head before taking such day.
(b) Emplo'yees covered by this Agreement shall
recejve one (1) day's pay for each of the holidays)isted above on which they perform no work.
(c) If any ofthe holidays listed falls on a Sunday,
1hen the succeeding Monday shall be observed as a
holiday. If any of the holidays listed falls on a Satur-
clay, then the preceding Friday shall be observed as a
holiday. Any employee whose regular work week
!chedule includes Saturday and/or Sunday shall be
paid for the listed holidays on the day they actually
fall. This subsection shall not apply to the "employee
hirthday" holiday.
(d) Wherever any ofthe above holidays shall fall
during an employee's vacation. period, then the
c:mployee shall, in addition to his pay for such day,
.receive a lieu day, to be taken at the employee's
uption provided two (2) weeks notice is given to his
immediate supervisor.
(e) Eligibility for holiday pay shall be set forth in
~:ection 6.02.
Uectlon 6.02 - Eligibility Requirement.
All employees covered by this Agreement shall be
eligible for holiday pay under the following
conditions: .
(a) The employee would have been scheduled to
work on such day if it had not been observed as a
~,oliday, unless the employee is on authorized vaca-
t[on, sick leave, personal leave or being paid Workers'
'Compensation benefits in which case an additional
day off shall be granted, and
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(b) Tbe employee worked at least four (4) bours
on bis last scbeduled wQr~ day prior to tbe boliday
and bisnext scbeduled work day after tbe boliday,
and
(c) Tbe employee must have actually worked ten
(10) days during the month in which the holiday
occurred in order to be eligible for tbe paid holiday as
set forth in tbis Article. Tbe term "actually worked"
as 'Used in tbis subsection sball include only days
on-tbe-job and paid leave days, except for sick leave
and Workers' Compensation. .
Section 8.03 - Holiday Pay
(a) All employees who. perform no work on a
boliday sball be paid tbeir current rate of pay for tbat
day based on tbeir regular pay.
(b) All employees wbose regular work day-differs
from the standard eight (8) hour day shall be paid
their daily rate of pay based on the standard eight (8)
hour day.
Section 8.04 - Holiday Work
If any employee works on tbe bolidays listed in
Section 6.01 or on any other day when Town Hall is
closed by resolution of tbe Town Board, he sball be
paid one and one-balf (1-1/2) times his regular rate
of pay in addition to his regular rate of pay for the
day.
.
-.
Section 8.05 - Holiday Hours for Overtime
. Purposes
For purposes of computing overtime, all holiday
bours unworked for which an employee is compen-
sated shall be regarded as hours worked. Any
employee wbo works on a holiday shall be compen- .
sated in accordance with Section 6.04, but such
14
hC1ursshall not be compensated in his overtime
rei:ord for the equalization of overtime purposes. .
Sttctlon 6.06 - Special Observances
Employees required to work on Easter Sunday or
Yt)m Kippur shall be permitted to attend religious
services not to exceed two (2) hours without loss of
tilDeor pay. ."
Sltctlon 6.07 - LieuDays. .
Lieu days, as stated in Section 6.02 above, must be
taken within twelve (12) months of the date earned.
Article 7 .
VACATIONS
Section 7.01 - Choice of Vacation Period
(a) The Department Head shall furnish vacation
request forms in duplicate. One (1) is to be retained
b:, the employee and one (I) by the Department
Head.
(b) Vacation(s) shall be granted at the time
.requested by the employee, provided that such
requests are made between January 1st and the last
day of February of the year the vacation is to be
taken. Department Heads shall post the vacation
s{:hedulenot later than March 15th of the year the
v:lcation is to be taken. If the nature of the work
makes it necessaryto limit the number of employees
0:(1vacation, the employee with the greater seniority
shall be given his choice of vacation period. Vacation
diys may be taken in no less than one (1) day units,
provided at least forty-eight (48) hours advance
nDticeis given by.the employee to his Department
Read. Vacation requests shall not be unjustly.~enied.
(c) Vacation periods shall be taken each year.
Employees who do not request a vacation period by
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the e~d of the bidding periQ.<1following the year in
which the.vacation was earned shall be scheduled for
a vacation by the Department Head. However, the
vacation shall be scheduled within the balance of the
months re~aining in the employee's work year.
(d) No employee ~hall be required to work during
his regular scheduled vacation period. Vacation
period shall begin at the end ofthe employee's regu-
lar shift on the last scheduled work day, and end
when the employee is scheduled to return to work.
(e) The Town shall make every reasonable effort
to afford all ~mployees full consideration on the
scheduling or rescheduling of their vacations pursu-
ant to department rules.
Section 7.02 - Vacation Schedule
(a) Vacation will be provided in accordance with
the following schedule.
After 1 year 10 work days
After 5 years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 work days
After 10 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 work days
. After 13 years . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. 20 work days
After 15 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 work days
After 18 years.. .. . . . .. .. . . . . . 24 work days
After 20 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 work days
After 23 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 work days
After. 25 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 work days
After 28 years. . . . . . . 1 additional day for each
year of service and thereafter.
(b) Employees shall have pro-rata vacation in the
first year of employment as of the first January 1st
after date of hire. Thereafter, each January 1st shall
be the accrual date.
(c) Vacation will be provided for em ployees hired
after September I, 1996 as follows:
.
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After,1 year, . .'. . . . .'. . . . . . . .. . 10 work days
After 5 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IS work days
After 10 years .
~ . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . 20 work days
After 20 years . . . . . . . I additional day for each
.'
year of service and Ulereafter.
(d) Employees who are absent for six (6) months
or more on an unpaid leave of absence ,shim have
their vacation time adjusted on a pro-rata basis in the
subsequent year.
Uectlon 7.03 - Vacation Credits upon
Layoff, Separation or Death
All employees covered by this Agreement shall
r:ceive in cash any vacation credits earned in the
previous year and a pro-rata payment for the current
year in the event of a layoff, separation (other than
for cause) or death. The pro-rata paYQlentof vaca-
tion shall be determined by4ividing twelve (12) into
the number of vacation days earned the previous
y~r, then multiplying by the number of months
since the end ofthe previouSyear. In the event ofthe
d~~h of an employee, such payment shall be made to
h:isestate.
Section 7.04 - Vacation Carryover.
'Vacation carryover means carrying unused vaca-
til)n entitlement from one (I) year to the next subse-
quent year.' The Departmeni Head may allow
employees to carryover a maximum of te~ (10)
vucation days earned in the previous year. The
Department Head shall not unreasonably deny such
requests. Employees are encouraged to app~y prior to
March. 1st. Conflicts shall be r~olved by seniority.
Vacation carried over under this section must be
.ta:lcen in the next subsequent year.
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Section 7.05 - Vacation Credits ~pon
Retirement
(a) Eacb employee sball be paid, at tbe time of his
retirement, tbe monetary value of any unused vaca-
tion time and overtime standing to his credit on tbe
date of tbe retirement.
'(bY Employees intending to retire may notify tbe
Town two (2) years in advance and would be permit-
ted to accumulate time off and vacation for one and
one-balf (1-112) years, tbe value of wbicb will be
paid as salary during tbe fmal year of employment
and included as wages for pension purposes insofar
as permitted by law.
Section 7.06 - Vacatlon'Pay
An employee shall make 'arrangements at least
two (2) weeks in advance if he desires to receive his
vacation pay prior to taking bis vacation.
Article 8
. SICK LEAVE
Section 8.01
-
Sick Leave Defined
(a) Sick leave shall apply to absence due to illness
of an employee, his spouse, if residing in the same
household as' the employee or minor child(ren) or
stej>child(ren), parents, parent-in-law or person liv-
ing in tbe same bousebold as a significant other,
except where such illness or injury is due to injury or
disease for wbich the employee is entitled to receive
Workers' Compensation. Employees may be
required to provide medical verification for family
members in accordance with Section 8.02.
(b) Employees who are unable to perform their
duties because of injuries or disease received in the
course of their'employment shall receive Workers'
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Compensation benefits according to law and, in
addition, shall receive supplemental sum from the
Town by separate check which shall be the difference
between his regular salary and the Workers' Com-
pensation benefits, and such supplemental sums shall
be deducted from his accumulated sick leave at the
rate of one third (1/3) per day of absence due to
injury, or upon total use of accumulated sick leave,
shall be deducted from vacation credits. Employees
have the right to waive deductions of sick leave and
v.lcation and resulting supplemental payments by
gJ.Vingnotice in writing to the Personnel Department.
Section 8.02 - Application and Accrual
(a) Regular full-time employees hired prior to
S,~ptember1, 1996 shall earn sick leave at the rate of
one and one-half (1-1/2) days per month, which
shall accumulate to a maximum of two hundred
shty-two (262) days. Employees can sell back in
November up to five (5) days per year after they have
a(:cumulated 262 days. ,
(b) Regular full-time employees hired on or after
S(:ptember 1, 1996 shall earn sick leave as follows:
(1) For the first eighteen (18) months of
employment at the rate of one-half (1/2)
day per month.
(2) For the second eighteen (18) months of
employment at the rate of one (1) day per
month.
(3) After thirty-six (36) months of employ-
ment at the rate of one and one-half (1-
1/2) days per month.
(4) Regular full-time employees hired on or
after September 1, 1996 shall accumu-
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Compensation benefits according to law and, in
addition, shall receive supplemental sum from the
Town by separate check which shall be the difference
between his regular salary and the Workers' Com-
pensation benefits, and such supplemental sums shall
be deducted from his accumulated sick "leave at the
rate of one 'third (1/3) per day of absence due to
injury, or upon total use of accumulated sick leave,
s,hall be deducted from vacation credits. Employees
have the right to waive deductions of sick leave and
vacation and resulting supplemental payments by
giving notice in writing to the Personnel Department.
Section 8.02 - Application and Accrual
(a) Regular full-time employees hired prior to
September 1, 1996 shall earn sick leave at the rate of
one and one-half (1-1/2) days per month, which
;hall accumulate to a maximum of two hundred
:;ixty-two (262) days. Employees can sell back in
November up to five(5) days per year after they have
:lccumulated 262 days.
(b) Regular full-time employees hired on or after
:;eptember 1, 1996 shall earn sick leave as follows:
(1) For the first eighteen (18) months of
employment at the rate of one-half (112)
day per month.
'
'(2) For the second eighteen (18) months of
employment at the rate of one (1) day per
month.
(3) After thirty-six (36) months of employ-
ment at the rate of one and one-half (1-
, 1/2) days per month.
(4) Regular full-time employees hired on or
before September 1, 1996 shall accumu-
19 -
late siek' leave toa maximum of one
,hundred sixty-five (165) <lays.
(c) ,Any employee, must have actually worked at
least ten (10) days during tJte month to be credited
with sick leave accrual for that month. Employees
with 3 or more years of seniority, who have actually
worked eight (8) or nine (9) days during the month
will be credited with one (1) day of sick leave. For
the purposes of this subsection, paid days off, except
sick leave days, shall be considered days actually
worked.
'
'
, .
(d) Each, employee shall receive a written net
record of his accumulated sick leave balance at the
end of each calendar yea~. Tbe employee's ~ecord
shall 'be debited one (1) full, day for each sick day
us~ P~ial'sick days shall be debited tothe nearest
~wo(2) hourS used:
"(e) Tbe Town Board may, by act or resolution,
authorize ~xtended sick leave payments for sick leave
in the event of'sickness or injury oft)1e employee, if
the employee has exhausted all of his accrued sick
leave, sick leave bank benefits and any other paid
leave bertefit. 'Such payment shall not exceed ten (10)
percent 'of the total sick leave-days accumulated by
the employee at the outset of the illness or injury
resulting in the need for extended sick leave pay-
'ments. Such payment however, shall not exceed fif-
teen (15) days and muSt be'repaid to the Town upon
return to work. Extended leave shall not be given in
less than one (1) 'day increments. '
, (f) No sick leave shall be authorized 'and no pay-
ment shall be made unless the employee shall have
notified his immediate supervisor of his absence, the
reason therefore, (sick, under medical care, injury,
20
etc.) and his anticipated return, prior to the time he is
scheduled to report to work. .
(g) Employees believed to be abusing sick leave
privileges, in the first instance, may be given an oral
warning by the Town Supervisor or the Coordinator
of Employee Relations that any future sick leave
must be supported by medical documentation and
further that a failure to improve or to provide said
documentation may be grounds for disciplinary
,lction. Such documentation and improvement will
be required for the time set forth in such warning. If
:10 employee is believed to be abusing sick leave
privileges after being given the warning set forth in
1his section, he shall be subject to the disciplinary
procedures of this Agreement.
(h) In the event an employee is laid off as a result
of the abolition of a position and returns to emplo:9-
ment in the bargaining unit within one (1) year, his
Ilreviously accumulated sick leave balance shall be
restored to him.
(i) If an employee is absent for three (3) consecu-
tive work days, the Department Head may require a
medical report attesting to the employee's illness or
fimily's illness, as set forth in Section 8.01(a), and
inability to work before the employee shall receive
pay for those days. If an employee is absent the day
before and the day after a normal weekend, or the
day before and the day after a holiday or holiday
weekend, such an absence shall be considered as
three (3) consecutive work days of absence for the
purposes of this subsection. Effective September 1,
1996, if an employee exhibits a pattern of three (3) or
n:.ore days off of undocumented sick leave before or
alter his/her normal days off in a three (3) consecu-
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tive month period, such third occasion may be consi'-
dered as three (3) consecutive work days of absence
for the purpose of this section.
(j) New employees shall not be entitled to sick
leave credits until they have successfully completed
their probationary period. Upon successful comple-
tion thereof, the employee will be given sick leave
credit retroactive to his date of hire in accordance
with the provisions of this Article.
(k) Nothwithstanding any of the foregoing, an
employee believed to be abusing sick leave privileges
may be required to submit medical documentation to
substantiate each absence, regardless of the duration
thereof.
.
(I) Effective 1/1/97, ifan employee has not used
more than one (1) sick day per quarter (January 1 to
March 31, April 1 to June 30, July 1 to September'
30, October 1 to December 31) he shall be granted 1
day off (lieu day) with pay for each quarter. Effective
1/1/98 this shall be modified to one and one-half
(1-1/2) days per quarter.
(m) The Coordinator of Employee Relations may
require an employee who has been absent because of
personal illness for more than three (3) consecutive
working days prior to and as a condition of his return
to duty to be examined at the expense of the Town by
a physician designated by the Town Board. If an
examination is to take place during working hours,
such employee shall not suffer loss of pay. If the
employee provides medical verification and the
Town physician agrees the employee should return
to work, or if two (2) physicians and a mutually
selected third physician agree that the employee
should return to work, the employee shall be paid
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from the date his/her physician stated the employee
could return to work.' .
(n) The Town and the Association agree to nego-
tiate and establish a sick leave abuse policy which
shall become part of this Agreement.
Section 8.03 - Unused Sick Leave upon
Retirement
.
Employees who retire shall be compensated for
accumulated sick leave at the time of retirement at
65% of total value of accumulated sick leave, pro-
vided the employee has been employed on a full-time
basis with the Town and has at least five (5) years of
seniority.
These payments may be paid over the last twelve
(12) months of employment, provided the employee
gives at least twelve (12) months notice ofthedate on
which he will retire. Notice must be tendered on a
form provided by the Board and shall be deemed a
resignation to take effect on a future date twelve (12)
months after acceptance of the resignation by' the
Town Board. The foregoing time limit shall not
apply where an employee becomes sufficiently dis-
abled to warrant his disability retirement under the
New York State Employees Retirement System.
SectIon
'''04 - Sick IB&!U'i)~
The Sick Leave Bank as heretofore established
:md controlled by the Association shall continue.
:$scftloff\1 8.05 - $Ick 1L~1ID\1(iMpcn Dei1fth
If a person shall die while an employee covered
under this Agreement, payment of a portion of his
accumulated sick leave balance shall be made to his
(:state. Such payment shall equal 65% of the total
"alue of accumulated sick leave.
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Article 9
LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Employees covered by this agreement shall be
eligible for a leave for reasonable purpose, including,
but not limited to, a child rearing leave for natural or
adopted children, after six (6) months of employ-
ment. All such leaves whether paid or unpaid; shall
be handled in accordance with the following
procedure:
(a) Any request for leave of absence shall be sub-
mitted in writing by the employee to the Board. The
request shall state the reason the leave of absence is
being requested and the length of time off the
employee desires.
(b) .Any authorization for a leave of absence shall
be furnished to the employee by the Board, and it
shall be in writing.
(c) A request for a short leave of absence, not
exceeding one (1) month, shall be answered within
five (5) days. A request for a leave of absence exceed-
ing more than one (1) month shall be answered
within ten (10) days. No leave of absence shall
exceed one (1) year in length.
(d) Employees shall be returned to the position
they held at the time the leave of absence was granted
and shall accrue seniority while on any leave of
absence granted under the provisions of the Agree-
ment.
(e) A request for leave of absence shall not be
granted to the employee for the purpose of engaging
in employment other than for the Town of Cheek-
towaga except that a request for a leave of absence
for reasons of self-employment for a period of no
longer than six (6) months may be granted at the
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discretion of the Town Board. Seniority and benefits
shall not accrue during a leave of absence granted for
. engaging in self-employment.
(f) The granting or denying of aleave of absence is
the sole discretion of the Town Board. Their decision
is final and binding on all parties and is not review-
able through the grievance procedure.
(g) Where appropriate, employees may have addi-
tional rights under the A.D.A. and the F.M.L.A. not
noted herein. The parties agree that paid sick leave
shall not be counted as part ofthe twelve (12) weeks
of leave under the F.M.L.A.
Article 10
LEAVES OF ABSENCE
Section 10.01 - Bereavement Leave
(a) Employees hired prior to January I, 1989
shall be granted five (5) consecutive work days paid
leave in the event of the death of an employee's
spouse, parent, child, sister, brother, grandparent,.,\
grandchild, father-in-law, mother-in..law, sister-in-
law, brother-in-law, daughter-in-law, son-in-law, .
step-parents or significant other living in household.
If a death occurs during the regular work day, the day
will not be charged as one of the five days.
Employees will be granted the day of the funeral
for aunts, uncles, sister-in-Iaw's husband, brother-in-
law's wife, niece, nephew, but must first use personal
days if available. If no personal days are available,
then the employee may use sick leave.
(b) Employees hired on or after January I, 1989
shall be granted paid bereavement leave as follows:
death of:
spouse, child, parent, grandparent, grandchild,
brother, sister. . . five (5) consecutive work days.
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.death of:
father-in-law, mother-in-law, sister-in-law,
brother-in-law, daughter-in-law, son-in-law, step-
parents or significant other living in household. . .
three (3) consecutive work days.
Employees will be granted the day of the funeral
for aunts, uncles, sister-in-Iaw's husband, brother-in-
law's wife, niece, nephew, but must first use personal
days if available. If no personal days are available,
then the employee may use sick leave.
(c) To be eligible to receive paid bereavement
leave, the employee shall notify his immediate super- .
visor at the earliest opportunity prior to the time he is
scheduled to report. The employee shall advise his
immediate supervisor of the reason of his absence
and the anticipated number of days he will be absent
from work as a result thereof.
(d) Bereavement leave is for the purpose of allow-
jng the employee time away Jrom work to bereave
the death and attend to related affairs. Bereavement
leave is not earned leave time, in that if a death occurs
during a period of time that the employee is other-
wise off work, i.e., sick leave time or Workers' Com-
pensation, no benefit from this section is realized.
Section 10.02 - Perlonal Leave
(a) Personal leave shall mean a paid leave of
absence from scheduled work for the purpose of the
employee performing a personal obligation or emer-
gency.
(b) Employees hired prior to Septem~r 1, 1996
shall be 'granted five (5) such days per year.
Employees hired on or after September 1, 1996 shall
be granted three (3) personal leave days following
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(:ompletion of their first year of employment; four (4)
personal leave days following completion of their
~,econd year of employm~nt; and five (5) personal
leave days following completion of their third year of
I:mployment and thereafter..
(c) Personal leave days are non-cumulative. Such
lDay be used only if approved at least twenty-four
1:24)hours in advance by the employee's immediate
:mpervisor, except in case of an emergency. Such
ipproval shall not be unreasonably withheld. No
more than five (5) employees in any department will
be granted such personal leave for the same days.
(d) Any personal leave days not used by an
employee shall be added to his vacation entitlement
in the following year or to his sick leave accumula-
tion, at the employees option.
(e) Personal time will be charged at no less than
1/4 days (2 hours).
Section 10.03 - Jury Duty
Employees who are required to report for jury
duty must notify their Department Head of such and
provide a copy of the notice to the Department Head
Employees who 'report for jury duty shall be paid
their full salary; they shall, however, assign to the
Board all fees, except those sums received as reim-
bursement for actual expenses, such as mileage, lodg-
ing and the"like.
Section 10.04 - Civic Duty
(a) Employees subpoenaed to appear before a
court or other public body on a matter not related to
their work and in which they are not personally
involved as a plaintiff, defendant or other party, shall
be granted leave with pay for the period necessaryto
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a maximum of two (2) work days. The employee
shall use his sick leave accumulation, vacation days
or personal days for such absence, at the employees
option, to receive his pay for such. The employee
must provide a copy of the subpoena to his imme-
diate supervisor prior to the time he will be absent to
receive pay for such absence. .
(b) Employees subpoenaed to appear before a
court or other public body on a matter related to their
employment with the Town shall receive their regu-
lar rate of pay for such time, without loss of any leave
accruals or benefits. The employee must provide a
copy of the subpoena to his immediate supervisor
prior to the time of his absence from work.
$~C~~(Q)11i) ~ «D.(jJ)5 - lliJmnSJrrw $~rr~~cl3
All employees eligible for benefits under Section
242 and 243 of the Military Law of the State of New
York shall be guaranteed such benefits in full accor-
dance with the law.
$~cn~(Q)11i)
~
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-
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(a) A maximum offour(4) members of the union
elected to attend a function, such as conventions or
educational conferences or the like, shall be allowed
time off without loss of pay, not to exceed two
hundred forty (240) hours in anyone (1) calendar.
year, but not more than one (1) person per depart-
ment, provided that said request shall be made in
writing at least two (2) weeks prior to the requested
time off. The language "or the like" includes work-
shops, seminars and courses for the education of
.Union officials, as selected by the Executive Board of
the Union.
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(b) The Union President will ,be granted full
:release of his/her duties so that he/she ean'adminis-
'ter to the needs of the Union, at the rate of pay as
reflected in his/her W-2 Form for the previous year
plus the negotiated across the board pay increase
(adjustment will be made if longevity eligibility
changes). Effect~ve 09/oi/96, either party may
provide written notice between 11 /01/97 and
11/30/97 of it's desire to discontinue this provision
with detailed reasons for such discOntinuance. The
basis for discontinuance must be reasonable. Failure
to give such notice shall result in this provision
becoming a permanent part of this Agreement.
(c) The Town agrees that during working hours
and on the Town's premises, and without loss oftime
or pay, Union stewards and officers shall be allowed
to perform the following, provided that same does
not interfere unreasonably with the performance of
work;
. post Union notices;
. distribute Union literature;
. solicit Union membership during other
employees' non-working time;
. transmit communications authorized by the
local Union or its officers to the Town or its
representative;
. consult with the Town, its representatives,
local Union officers or other Union repre:-
sentative concerning the enforcement of any
provision of this Agreement;
. attendance at Safety Committee meetings;
. instruction of loss control and safety;
. Trustees time 'for audit and Union elections;
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EachUnion representative shall sign in and out of
the department when absent from his duties on
Union Safety Committee business and provide. a
.
telephone number where he may be contacted, if
possible. .
Section 10.07 - Leave for Civil Service
Examination
Upon written advance notice to the Coordinator
of Employee Relations, an employee shall be granted
the time, with no loss of pay, to take a civil service
tests with relation to Town employment. Leave will
be granted for the specified time limit of examination.
Section 10.08 - Volunteer Fireman
Any volunteer fireman called to active duty as a
result of a major incident during work hours shall be
excused from work, upon notifying his supervisor,
with no loss of payor other benefiis, provided such is
necessary, practical and does not endanger or impair
Town services or equipment. When called to active
duty, firefighters shall be required to return to work
promptly upon completion of the call, or when their
services are no longer needed.
Section 10.09 - Seniority on Leave
If a leave of absence isgranted by the Town Board
for any reason, seniority will accrue for bidding'
purposes for one (1) year in the T.C.E.A', unit; the-
reafter, seniority will be frozen on that date.
Article 11
UNPAID LEAVES
Section 11.01 - Union Business
.
"(a) Employees elected to any Union office or
selected by the Union to do work which takes them
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from their employment with the Board; shall, at the
written request of the Union, be .granted a leave of
absence without pay. The leave of absence shall not
exceed one (I) year, but it may be renewed or
extended for a similar period at any time upon the
request of the Union. l.
(b) Members of the Union selected by the Union
to participate in any other Union activity may be
granted an unpaid leave of absence at the request of
the Union. A leave of absence for such Union activity
shall not exceed one (I) month, but may be renewed
or extended for a similar period of time upon the
request of the Union.
Section 11.02
-
Employment Opportunltlel
Employees may be granted a leave of absen~
without pay to enable such employees to serve tem-
porally, provisionally, for trial periods, or for periods
necessary to qualify for permanent appointment to a
competitive class or another position of higher class
that requires such conditions to be met, or where an
employee is offered ajob on a per~anent transfer, so
long as said employment is with the Town of
Cheektowaga.
Section 11.03 - Education
(a) After completing one (I) year of service, any
I~mployee, upQn request" shall be granted a leave of
;ibsence for educational purposes. The period of the
:leave of absence shall not exceed one (I) year, but it
:may be extended or renewed at the request of the
I~mployee.
(b) One (I) year of absence (with any granted
I~xtension) for educational purposes shall not be pro-
'"ided more than once every three (3) years.
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(c) Employees shall be granted leaves of absence
for educational purposes, not to exceed one (1)
month in any calendar year to attend conferences,
seminars, briefing sessions, or other functions of a
similar nature that are intended to improve or
.
upgrade the individual's skill or .professional ability.
Section 11.04 - MaternityLeave
Any employee who is disabled because of preg-
nancy shall be permitted to have maternity leave.
. Maternity shall commence on the date an employee
is incapable of performing her duties and shall termi-
nate on the date the employee is capable of returning
to her regular duties, as determined by her doctor.
During such maternity leave, the employee may
utilize accumulated sick leave, personal leave and/or
vacation. In addition, the employee may have medi-
cal insurance premiums paid by the Town, pursuant
to Article 14, during such maternity leave.
Section 11.05 - Family Medical Leave Act
The Town agrees to abide by all rules and regula-
tions of the Family Medical Leave Act (F.M.L.A.).
Article 12
RETIREMENT PLAN
(a) The Board will provide for each employee
covered by this Agreement, coverage under the New
York State Career Retirement Plan, provided for in
Section 75-1 ofthe New York State Retirement and
Social Security Plan commonly known as the Non-
Contributory "20- Year Career" plan, at no cost to
the employee. .
(b) All employees must give the Town copies of
requests for retirement which are submitted to the
New York State Retirement System.
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Article 13
. INSURANCE COVERAGE
The Town will provide a Twenty-Five Thousand
(25,000) dollar life insurance policy for each member
I)f the bargaining unit. Effective' 01/01/97, the
limount shall become Thirty Thousand (30,000) dol-
:!ars. Effective 01/01/98, the amount shall become
Thirty-Five Thousand (35,000) dollars.
Effective 09/01/96 employees will be permitted
1:0payroll deduct an additional life insurance policy
up to $25,000.00 (in $5,000.00 increments). The
parties acknowledge that at least 25% of the bargain-
ing unit must agree to participate before the deduc-
Iion shall be permitted. Employees may use the See-
lion 125 plan for such deduction.
Article 14
HEALTH INSURANCE
The Town shall cover all employees under a plan
! ubstantially the same as that which was provided by.
the 82-83 Blue Cross/Blue Shield Plan, and shall pay
the full premium therefore, except as otherwise pro-
vided herein, including XBR, $3.00 co-pay prescrip-
tion rider, major medical ($100.00 single, $200.00
family d~uctible), and rider 16.
(a) Effective 01101197 the Town will provide at.
its own expense, the following health insur~nce
benefits: Blue Cross and Blue Shield of W.N. Y. Cho-
i,:e Blue 1 Benefits, with the following riders as the
t'ase plan.
-
Rider 41 Patient Alcohol and Drug Rehabil-
itation
-
Dependent student coverage ages 19/25.
Students covered to age 25 if full-time stu-
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dent status
-P~S -Out of Network benefits $100/$200
deductible
,
-
$3.00 prescription rider with contraceptives
In addition, the Town will provide, at its own
expense, the following:
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Traditional Select
benefits as follows:,
-
Hospital contract 42/43 with:
-Rider 8 -Dependent coverage to age 23
-
Rider 41 - Alcohol & Substance Abuse
Rehabilitation
-
Medical- Surgical Select 60-61 with:
o Rider 8 - Dependent coverage to age 23
o Rider 4 -Emergency accident and first aid
o Rider 21 -Mental Care
o Rider 22 - Ambulatory care (Lab &
Pathology)
o Major Medical with $100/200 deductible
unlimited with:
o Rider 8 -Dependent coverage to age 23
o $3.00 prescription drug rider with contra-
ceptives with:
o Rider 8 -Dependent coverage to age 23.
Effective '09/01196, all employees hired after
09/01196 may join any plan currently offered by the
Town, "but if Blue Cross/Blue Shield (Traditional)
is selected, the employee must pay the difference
between the highest other premium and Blue
Cross/Blue Shield Traditional premium.
"
In addition, the Town shall continue to offer the
options of Community Blue, Independent Health,
Group Health Incorporated, or Health Care Plan to
employees withO\~t additional cost, as long as these
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monthly premium costs do not exceed the premiums
or the mandated Blue Cross coverage.
(b) The Town shall also provide to employees
those riders commonly known as riders 3, 4, 8, 12, 14
and prescription rider 8; or equivalent.
(c) In the event an employee shall opt for cover-
age in a plan other than that provided by the Town as
Sl~tforth above;the employee shall pay to the Town
the difference in premium, if any.
(d) Upon reasonable advance written application
or notice to the Employee Relations Office,
employees may continue health insurance coverage
ill the Town of Cheektowaga Health Insurance Plan
while on authorized leave of absence without pay
(~xcluding leave because of extended illness pursuant
tl) provisions of this Agreement) provided that the
employee makes full payment of the monthly pre-
mium on or before the first (1st) day of each month'
t'llat the employee is on leave.
(e) The Town may select a different carrier or
carriers as long as the benefits provided are substan-.
tially the same, and the issue, if any, of substantially
the benefits, is agreed to by the Union. In the event
such agreement is not had, the issue shall be submit-
ted directly to arbitration pursuant to Article 20
llerein.
(f) The Town shall provide health insurance for
(:mployees who retire in accordance with Article.
J.4-A, provided; the employee, at the time of discon-
tinuance of service, meets the requirements for the
Ieceipt of pension benefits of the Tier of the New
York State Retirement System of which such
c:mployee is a member, and, before qualifying for
wch pension benefits, shall have completed five (5)
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years of service with the Town. All retirees, however,
must reduce such coverage to Medicare supplemen-
tal coverage at the age of sixty-five (65) as provided
by the current health insurance carrier. Such cover-
age shall extend for the life of the retired employee.
(g) The Town shall also provide to employees
without. cost, a dental insurance plan which will.
pr<;>videbenefits at least equal to that which was
provided by the GHI M2 Dental Plan, including
prosthetic, orthodontic, and dependent to age. 23
benefits. Effective 01/01/97 GHI Preferred Plan (in
network) Spectrum Plus (out of network). If the
Town should self-insure for dental coverage, it
reserves the right to stop any self-insured dental plan
and to provide coverage herein through a traditional
insurance company. The benefits available under a
self-insured dental plan, if any, shall be as outlined in
a separate memorandum of agreement between the
parties. .
(h) The Town, shall also provide, without cost to
the employee, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of W.N. Y.
Vision Care with Rider 8.
(i) The Town shall have the right to eliminate
duplicate coverage. Upon request, an employee shall
sign a statement as to whether he has or will procure
health insurance coverage through the employment
of a spouse, other employment of the employee or
through private insurance plan.
, DOUBLE COVERAGE
-
The Town agrees to
pay employees a payment of Six Hundred ($600.00)
dollars for dropping individual coverage and One
Thousand Two Hundred ($1,200.00) dollars for
dropping dependent coverage per year. Such option
must be exercised during the month of November,
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c:ffected the following January' 1~This same timing
and procedure shall apply to an employee opting
hack into the Town plan. This payment can be made
only when the employee signs a statement that the
c:mployee has or will procure health insurance
Ihrough the spouse's employment of the employee,
or a private insurance plan. Such payment shall be
made on or about April 1 of each year. If the
c:mployee wishes to rejoin the plan within the year,
Ihe employee must repay the pro rata portion of the
payment (Example; 6 months - $300.00, individual;
and $600.00, dependent) and show a change in
c:ircumstances regarding the alternative health plan
(non-voluntary loss of coverage). Payment under this
Bection shall be made within (30) days of the effec-
live day of dropping the Town's plan.
Employees who exercise their option under thjs
:;ection shall remain eligible for Section 14(e) benef-
its at time of retirement. Employees who quit prior to
Ihe end ofthe year shall repay the pro rata portion of
!:uch payment.
Maximum payment for a husband and wife, both
of whom work for the Town is $1,200.00.
(j) Employees hired after 09/01/96 shall pay
Ihrough weekly payroll deductions a portion of,
health insurance premiums as follows:
1) First year thirty (30) %paid by the employee
2) Second year twenty (20) % paid by the
employee
3) Third year ten (10) %paid by the employee
4) Fourth year and thereafter zero (0) % paid
by the employee
(k) If, during the duration of this Agreement, the
monthly premium rates for the coverage's provided
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increases by more than 25% per year from the rates in
effect on Deember 31, 1992 or any December 31
thereafter,: the payment of the premium over the 25%
,
will be negotiated by the parties hereto to determine
what share, if any, the employees shall pay.
Article 15
WAGES
Section 15.01
-
Wage Schedule
(a) The wage schedule for all employees covered
by this Agreement shall be set forth in Appendix
"A", "B", "C", "D", "E", "F", "G" and "H" of this
Agreement and shall be the only method by which
wagesor salariesshallbe paid. '
(b) Employees entitled to a wage or a salary
increment shall receive such increment upon their
completing the required amount of service from their
original date of hire, on the pay day immediately
after such anniversary date.
(c) Effective 01/01/97 add twenty (20) cents per
hour (in addition to 3%) to the following titles: MEO
B, Auto Mechanic's Helper, General Mechanic, Util-
ity Man.
(d) Effective 01/01/98 fully upgrade the follow-
ing titles M.E.O. B, Auto Mechanic's Helper, General
Mechanic, Utility Man to the Sewer Maintenance
Man, Maintenance Man, Tree Trimmer, and Pump
Operator class'.
(e) After forty-eight (48) months, Light MEO B's
shall be as follows: Effective 01/01/97 add $1.50
per hour to 36 month step. Effective 01/01/98 add
an additional $1.50 per hour to 36 month step.
Effective 12131/98 Light MEO B's after 48 months
will be the same MEO B's rates and steps. .
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Ueetlon 15.02 - Longevity Service Pay
All employees shall, upon their anniversary date,
receive the amount in the following schedule. Such.
f,mounts shall be cumulative and 'paid to the
f:mployee on the next pay date following such
f.nniversary. .
Effective 01/01/96
After five (5) years. . . . . . . . . . .. . . $300.00
After ten.(10) years. . . . . . . . . . . . . $350.00
After fifteen (15) years. . . . . . . . . . . $450.00
After twenty (20) years. . . . . . . . . . $500.00
Effective 01/01/97
After five (5) years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $325.00
After ten (10) years. . . . . . . . . . . . . $375.00
After fifteen (15) years. . . . . . . . . . . $475.00
After twenty (20) years. . . . . . . . . . $550.00
Effective 01/01/98
After five (5) years. .. . . . . . . . . . . .' $325.00
After ten (10) years. . . . . . . . . . . . . $375.00
After fifteen (15) years. . . . . . . . . . . $475.00
After twenty (20) years. . . . . . . . . . $550.00
After twenty-five (25) years. . . . . . . $500.00
neetlon 15.03
-
Rates for New Jobs
Whenever a new position not listed as ajob title in
this Agreement is established, the Board will furnish
the Union with the new job description and will
confer and negotiate with the Union the basic salary.
Failure to agree will result in binding arbitration.
neetlon 15.04
-
Pay Period
The wages of all employees covered by this
Agreement shall be paid on the same day each week.
In the event this day is a holiday, the preceding day
shall be pay day.
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Section 15.05 - Shift Differential.
In addition to the established wage rates, there
shall be a shift differential as follows.
(a) All employees working the second shift 'shall
,
receive $.55 additional cents per hour. '
(b) All employees working the third shift shall
receive $.85 additional cents per hour.
(c) Any employee who is 'assigned to work in the
aerial truck shall be paid a differential of thirty-five
($.35) cents per hour for all hours actually worked in
the aerial truck. '
Section 15.06 - Wage Deductions
The Town agrees to make all deductions from
salaries in accordance with New York State Labor
Law Section 193.
Article 16
REPORTING TIME
Section 16.01 - Show Up
,
(a) Any employee who is scheduled to report for
work and who presents himself for work shall be
assigned work.
(b) If upon reporting for work and being assigned
work an employee is excused before he has com-
pleted his regular work shift for the purposes of
recalling such employee's work shift, or anytime
thereafter, or if such employee's shift is split with an
interval of more than four (4) hours before his'
assigned call back time, then such employee shall be
paid time'and one-half (1-112) his regular rate of pay
for all hours worked on such shift reassignment.
Section 16.02 - Call Time
(a)' Any employee called for emergency duty in
addition to or outside of his regular scheduled shift
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shall be paid for a minimum of four (4) hours at the
rate of tim~ and one-half (1-1/2)
(b) If the call time work assignment and the
employee's regular shift overlilp, the employee shall
be paid the call time rate of time and one-half (1-1/2)
until he completes four (4) hours work.
(c) Supervision shall determine if an employee
has worked sufficient hours after his regular shift to
be sent home. However, under no circumstances
shall an employee be sent home during his regular
scheduled shift without a minimum offour (4) hours
pay. Should supervision excuse an employee before
completing his regular work shift for the purpose of
recalling such employee to work on another work
shift which begins at the end of the employee's regu-
lar work shift, or anytime thereafter, or if such
employee's regular work shift is split with an interval
of more than four (4) hours before his assigned call
back time, then such employee shall be paid time and
one-half (1-1/2) his regular rate of pay for all hours
worked on such shift assignment.
Section 16.03 - Stand By Time
An employee who is required to be available for
call and thereby is placed on stand-by upon the
Department Head's request, shall be compensated at
the rate of two (2) hours pay for each eight (8) hour
period and four (4) hours pay for Saturdays, Sundays
and holidays at the employee's straight time rate .of
pay. If worked, stand-by time plus actual time
worked shall be paid. All work performed shall be
paid at the rate of time and one-half (1-1/2) the
employee's regular rate of pay.
.
Section 16.04 - Premium Rates of Pay
(a) All employees covered by this Agreement on a
Monday througJt Friday schedule shall be paid time
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and one-half (1-1/2) their regular rates of pay for all
work performed in excess of eight,(8) hours in any
work day or forty (40) hours in any work week and
all work performed on Saturday and Sunday, except
to those employees covered by the provisions of
Article 5, Section 5.02(b). . '
, (b) Employees who work other than a Monday
through'Friday schedule shall be paid time and one-
half( 1-1 (2) for all work performed on the sixth (6th)
and seventh (7th) day in th~ir regular work week.
(c) All employees who have completed ,five. (5)
years of service and are regularly scheduled to work
on Saturday: and/or Sunday shall receive an addi-
tional seventy-five (75) cents per hour.
Section 16.05 - Overtime Distribution
(a) Overti~e work during the calendar year shall
be distributed as equally as possible among all the
employees 'working in the samejob classifica'tion in
their department. The distribution of overtime shall
be equalized as much as re~onably possible over
each one (1) month period beginning the first day of
the calendar mQnth following the effective date of
this Agreement. ,
(b) On each occasion .when overtime is necessi-
tated; the opportunity to work such overtime shall be
offered to the employee within the job classification
who has the least number of overtime, hours to his,
credit at that time. If the employee does not accept
the assignment, the employee with the next fewest
number of overtime hours to his credit will be offered
the assignment. This procedure shall be followed
until the required employees have been selected for
overtime work. If an employee refused overtime
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when asked, he shall be credited with the number of
hours actually worked by the notation ~'R" or the
word "REFUSED", provided that he is not on vaca-
1ion, sick leave or any other excusable leave. Such
refused hours shall be credited immediately after the
'Nork has been performed. Employees coming into a
department by virtue of transfer, bid or new position
:ihall be placed at the end of the overtime list and
I;redited with the maximum number of overtime
:~ours worked by the Department.
(c) A record of the overtime hours worked by
:;uch employee shall be posted on the appropriate
departmental bulletin boards weekly.
(d) No temporary, seasonal, part-time or supervi-
sory employee shall be assigned to bargaining unit
work in a situation which would normally be consi-
dered overtime, except if no regular employ~e
acCepts'such an assignment.
Section 16.06' - Work at Employee'.,
Option ~.
Overtime work shall be voluntary except under
emergency circumstances. There shall be no discrim- .
ination against any employee who declines to work
overtime.
Section 16.07 - Overtime Grievances
An employee sh~l not receive overtime pay unless
he has actually worked the overtime hours involved,
except as set forth below. In the event a grievance is'
filed pursuant to Section 16.05 an arbitrator shall
have available to the following remedies:
'(a) First occurrence in th~ department - '20% of
compensation for overtime hours involved. :
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.(b) Second occurrence in same department -40%
of compensation for overtime hours involved.
(c) Third occurrence in same department -60% of
compensation for overtime hours involved.
(d) After the fifth occurrence on a town-wide
basis and at lest the second occurrence in the same
,department - 60% of compensation for overtime
hours involved. If subsection (d) is applicable, that
subsection shall apply.
These calculations shall apply on an annual basis
commencing on January 1st of each year.
Article 17
SENIORITY
Section 17.01 - Definition'
Seniority means an employee's length of continu-
ous service with the Town since his last date of hire.
Section 17.02 - Probationary Employees
(a) All new employees hired shall be considered
as probationary employees for the first ninety (90)
day of their employment. When an employee com-
pletes his probationary period, he shall be placed on
the seniority list. There shall be no seniority among
probationary employees. During his probationary
period, the employee shall only be entitled to
bereavement leave and jury leave duty as outlined in
this Agreement. Upon completion of his probation-
ary period, the employee shall be entitled to all
benefits afforded to all regular full-time employees.
(b) The" Union shall represent probationary
employees for the purpose of collective negotiations
in respect to wages, hours and other condition of
employment as set forth under Article 1 of this
Agreement, ,except for discharge and discipline for
other than Union activity.
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Section 17.03 - Seniority Lists
Every six (6) months, the Town shall post on all
departmental bulletin boards, a'seniority listshowing
the. continuous service of each employee and his
classification. A copy of the seniority list shall be
furnished to the local Union secretary when it is
posted.
Section 17.04 - Breaks In Service
An employee's continuous service recordshall be
broken by voluntary resignation, discharge for just
cause, or retirement, except if an employee returns to
work in any capacity within on~ (1) year, the break
in continuous service shall be removed from his
record, with the exception of discharge for cause. An
employee's continuous service record shall also be
adjusted and the employee shall not receive seniority
credit for any periods of time of suspension without
pay for more than thirty (30) calendar days, or leave
of absence without pay for thirty (30) calendar days
or more. Effective on the mutual ratification date,
adjustments to seniority shall be made for leaves of
absence after two (2) months.
Employees granted a leave of absence by the
Town Board for the purpose of a permanent or
temporary promotion to another bargaining unit in
the Town will be covered by Section 10.09 (Leave'of
Absence) of this Agreement which are greater than
one (1) year in length shall have his/her seniority
frozen at that time of leaving the bargaining unit.
Article 18
WORK FORCE CHANGES
Section 18.01 - Vacancies, Promotions,
Demotions, Lateral Moves
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(a) Definitions.
(1) The term "promotion" as used in this Sec-
tion means the permanent advancement of
an employee to a higher paying position or
the permanent assignment of an employee
to a higher paying position.
(2) Demotion as used in this Section means
voluntary or disciplinary movement to a
lower paying title.
(3) The term "lateral" as used in this section,
means voluntary movement to a different
title at the same pay rate.
(b) Whenever a job opening occurs in other than a
temporary opening (see Section 18.02) in any job
classification or title set forth in the appendices
hereto, or as a result of the establishment of a new job
classification or title, a notice of such shall be posted
on all bulletin boards stating the job classification
title, the rate of pay, and the nature of the job
. requirements in order to qualify. Such postings shall
be for a period of ten (10) work days. The posting
requirements of this subsection shall not apply to
non-bargaining unit job classifications titles or jobs.
(c) During the posting period, employees who
wish to apply for the job opening may do so by
submitting an application, in writing, to the Depart-
ment Head. The applicant may also submit a resume
setting forth any previous experience and/ or training
relating to the position applied for. Copies of the
applications and resumes shall also be sent by the
employee to the Union President. The bid applica-
tion and uniform posting as set forth in Appendix G
and H shall be standard.
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"(d) The Town shall fill such job openings or
'(acancies from among those applicants within the
Department who meet the. standards of the job
I:equirements. In the event there is more than one (1)
qualified applicant from the Department, the Town
:ihall then select, from among those qualified, the
I~mployee 'with the greater seniority.. Any dispute
,!rising from identical seniority dates will be settled
by the Union by its selection of an equitable method.
Such appointment shall be made at the next regularly
;cheduled Board meeting effective no later than
seven (7) calendar days from such meeting, or if the
appointing authority is not the Town Board, then
such appointment shall be made within fifteen (15)
calendar days of the last day of posting.
(e) In the event no employee within the Depart-
ment is awarded thejob, the vacancy shall be filled in
the following order:
(1) The individual with the highest seniority
from among the qualified applicants from
other Town departments.
(2) Anyone not mentioned above.
(t) In the event ajob posting is withdrawn, for any
reason, a notice of such withdrawal shall be posted
for at least five (5) work days.
(g) Employees on vacation, sick leave, maternity
leave, military leave or Worker's Compensation,
provided the employee returns to work within thirty
(30) days unless the Department Head agrees a
longer time frame is acceptable, shall be permitted to
submit a completed bid application for consideration
for any job opening which may occur during the
period of his absence. If such employee is awarded
such position and does not desire such, he shall
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advise the Department Head within five (5) working
days after his return to work. In such event,. it shall
not be necessary to re-post such job vacancy and
shall be filled in accordance with the provisions of (d)
and (e) above. '
(h) An employee must be working in a depart-
ment for at least six (6) months before he can bid o,na
promotion, demotion, or lateral transfer in that
department.
(i) An existing bargaining unit employee selected
in accordance with the provisions of this Section
shall have a trial period of not less than thirty (30)
days nor more than sixty (60) days. If the Town shall
determine during the trial period that the employee
does not meet the requirements or responsibilities of
the position, he shall be restored to his former posi-
tion, if any. During such trial period, the employees
former position, if any, may be filled by assignment,
pursuant to Section 18.02.
Section 18.02
-
Temporary Job Openings
and Vacancies
(a) Temporary job openings or vacancies are jobs
that periodically develop or vacancies that periodi-
cally develop in any classification because of illness,
vacation, leave of absence, or the incumbent thereof
being appointed to another position on a provisional
basis. '
, (b) Whenever such temporary openingsor vacan-
cies occur, they may be fIlled by the Department
Head by assignment. The Union President shall be
informed immediately, in writing, of all temporary
job openings or vacancies that are filled fifteen (15)
days or 'more. Such assignment shall be on the basis
,
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of q'uaIifications and in the event of there being more
than one (1) qualified employee, on the basis of
seniority. Temporary openings or vacancies known
to be more than thirty (30) days will be posted in
accordance with Section 18.01. In such event, and if
the need is immediate, such temporary opening or
vacancy may be filled by assignment, pending the
posting procedure. An employee assigned to or
:;elected to fill such temporary vacancy shall be
:retumed to his former position upon completion of.
i;he temporary assignment.
(c) No employee shall be assigned to a temporary
J'ob opening for more than thirty (30) days in any
.:alendar year, except as provided in Section 18.01 (i)
lIDless specifically requested by such employee or
agreed to by the Union and the Department Head
The intent of this provision is to prevent the repeat
assignment of employees to job openings which have
heen designated as temporary, when such openings
c:an be filled in another manner.
(d) An employee assigned to a temporary job
opening or filling a vacancy shall be paid the wage
Iate established for that job, or his own wage rate, .
,vhichever is higher.
(e) A temporary employee; hired pursuant to
Article 25 herein, shall not be entitled to receive any
(If the benefits of this Agreement.
(t) If a regular, full-time employee is assigned or
ILppointed to a temporary job opening or vacancy
Ilursuant to this Article, he shall continue to receive
tile benefits of this Agreement.
(g) (1) In the event a temporary job opening or
vacancy is filled by a se'asonal or temporary
employee, or a new hire and such temporary job
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opening or vacancy is the result of the incumbent
thereof being appointed to another position, on a
provisional basis, such person shall have the same
benefits provided to probationary employees in Sec-
tion 17.02 herein. .
(2) If such temporary job opening or vacancy
is the result of other reasons and if fIlled by a seasonal
or temporary employee, a new hire, such person shall
not be entitled to the benefits of this Agreement.
(h) New employees hired into bargaining unit
positions as a result direct or indirect of a temporary
job opening or vacancy shall receive the starting
wage rate for such position, regardless of duration
and no other fringe benefits of this Agreement.
(i) If a permanent employee fills a temporary job
opening or vacancy as noted in (g) (1) above, th~
employee shall have departmental preference for any
promotions, demotions or lateral openings after six
(6) months, pursuant to 18.01 (h).
~~iCR!cli'\l ~~.1J)3- (Col1WlP>~R!Rh1~Ch1!~ $~Ii"~!iC~
Jo\b)~
The Civil Service Law of New York and the Rules
and Regulations of the State Civil Service Commis-
sion shall govern the selection of employees for posi-
tions in the competitive class of Civil Service, except
that in the absence of an appropriate Civil Service
list, meaning a list from which selection must be
made, the procedure set forth in section 18.01 ofthis
Article shall prevail. Selections from promotional
lists shall be made until the list of names is exhausted
before any consideration may be given to the names
appearing on any other list that may be in effect.
~~iCR!cl7iI ~~.«»~ - l!..~3?cqq
(a) The word "layoff' means a reduction in work
force. If the Board anticipates a layoff, it shall notify
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file employees and the Union fifteen (15) days prior
to:>such anticipated layoff.
(b) Competitive class employees layoff procedure
shall be determined by Section 80, 81 and 85 of the
Civil Service,Law. The non-competitive and labor
class employees shall be governed by the remainder
(If this Section. Temporary, seasonal, part-time and
probationary employees shall be laid off first prior to
~,nybargaining unit employees being laid off. Should
it be necessary to further reduce the work force, then
the non-competitive and labor class employees shall
he laid off in the inverse order of seniority. .
(c) When an employee is laid off due to a reduc-
tion in the work force, he shall be permitted to
f:xercise his seniority rights to bump (replace an
f:mployee with less seniority) any employee in the
same job classification or a lower classification. ThiS
~iection shall not apply to grant employees.
(d) Notwithstanding anything contained herein,
in the event of a layoff, the president, vice president,
secretary, treasurer and all stewards, including all
Executive Board Members, not to exceed five (5)
shall be the last persons to be laid off in the bargain-
ing unit.
~)ectlon 18.05 - Recall
When the work force is increased after a layoff,
«:mployees will be recalled according to the order of
~eniority, as defined elsewhere in the Agreement,
hased on job classification. Notice of recall shall be
~:ent to the employee at his last known address by
registered mail. If an employee fails to report for
work on the tenth (10) day from the date of mailing
of the notice ofrecall, he shall be considered a "quit."
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Recall rights for an employee who has not been
recalled after a layoffshall expire three (3) yearsfrom
date of the layoff.
Section 18.06 - Consolidation or Elimina-
tion of Jobs
(a) Any employee displaced by the elimination of
jobs through consolidation, the installment of new
equipment or machinery, the curtailment or replace-
ment of existing facilities, or for any other reason,
shall be permitted to exercise his seniority rights to
transfer to any other department in the service of the
Town within the same classification, or to a lower
classification. A lower classification shall mean a
position the qualifications for with are included
within the qualifications of the higher classification.
(b) Any employee requesting such transfer because
of the elimination of his job shall be transferred as
provided for in paragraph (a) above, on the basis of
seniority and such request shall take precedence over
. any other requests for transfer.
Article 19
DISCIPLINE AND DISCHARGE
(a) The procedure for taking disciplinary action
against any employee covered by this Agreement
shall be as set forth herein, except employees covered
by Section 75 and 76 ofthe Civil Service Law, shall
have the option of resorting to the procedures therein
in lieu of the procedures of this Article.
(b) Disciplinary action may be imposed upon an
employee only for failing to fulfill his responsibilities
as a Town of Cheektowaga employee.
(c) Disciplinary action shall include; oral repri-
mand, written reprimand, suspension without pay,
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([emotion, discharge.
(d) In the event of a serious violation, the employee
involved may be suspended without pay, imme-
(liately by the I;>epartment Head. In such event, a
meeting of the Labor/Management Committee will
he convened within two (2) work days of the
suSpe~sion.
(e) If a department head, foreman or working
foreman has reason to reprimand an employee, it
sball be done privately, except for the presence of a
Union representative and represent~tive of the Town
Hoard and in a manner that will not embarrass the
employee before other employees or the public.
(f) If any disciplinary action is to be taken against
an employee, notification, in writing, shall be given
to)the employee, employee's steward and the Union
President. Such notice shall state the reason for the
disciplinary action and the penalty imposed.
(g) Disciplinary action other than an oral repri-
111andshall be processed at Step 2 9f the grievance
~mcedure of this Agreement and shall be subject to
the arbitration pro~ions ofthe procedure, however,
a written or oral reprimand may be processed only
through Step 2 of this grievance procedure.
Article 20
SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES
!iectlon 20.01
-
Grievance and Arbitration
Procedure
Any grievanceor dispute which may arise between
the' parties, including the application, meaning or
interpretation of this Agreement, shall be settled in
the following manner.
Step 1: The union Steward or other authorized
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representative of the Union, with or without the
employee, shall present the grievance or dispute in
writing to the Department Head or his designee
within ten (10) work days of its occurrence. The
Department Head or his designee shall respond in
writing within five (5) work days to the Union Ste-
ward or other authorized representative of the
Union.
Step 2: If the grievance is still not settled, it shall be
presented in writing by the Union President and/or
authorized representative of the Union to the Coor-
dinator of. Employee Relations within seven (7)
work days after the response of the Department
Head is due. A copy shall be served simultaneously
on the Labor /Management Committee of the Town
Board. The Coordinator of Employee Relations shall
discuss the grievance with the Association Grievance
Comittee within ten (10) working days from the
receipt of the grievance and shall respond, in writing,
within five (5) working days of such meeting.
Step 3: If the grievance or dispute is still unsettled,
either party may, within twenty (20) days after the
reply of the Coordinator of Employee Relations is
due, by written notice to the other, request arbitra-
tion.
(a) The arbitration proceeding shall be conducted
by an arbitrator from the following list: James Atle-
son, James McDonnell, Edward Schmidt, Stuart
Pohl, Miriam Winokur. Cases shall be assigned on a
rotating basis. If an arbitrator refuses a case, the next
named person on the list shall be appointed. If an
arbitrator refuses or cannot serve on the panel, the
parties shall agree upon a replacement. If either party
wishes to change tJte list or to eliminat~ it and follow
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tile procedures of the Public Employment Relations
Eoard of New York, at the expiration of this Agree-
Dlent, that party shall give the other notice of such, at
thirty (30) days '-prior to the expiration of this
Agreement.
(b) The arbitrator shall be requested to issue his
decisions within thirty (30) days after the conclusion
(Jf testimon y and argument. The decision of the arbi-
trator shall be final and binding on both parties.
(c) Expenses for the arbitrator's services and pro-
ceedings shall be borne equally by the Board and the
Union. If either party desires a 'transcribed copy of
t:~eproceedings, it shall pay for the transcription and
make copies available without charge, to the other
party and arbitrator.
(d) No arbitrator shall have the power to amend,
modify or delete any provisions of this Agreement.
(e) Upon the mutual agreement of both parties, an
ubitrator may be requested to hear and make deter-
Inination on more than one (1) case, even though the
. cases are not rel~ted in any way
nectlon 20.02 - Time Limitations
Time limitations in the grievance procedure may
he extended and the steps may be by passed by
mutual agreement, in writing.
:,ectlon 20.03 - Grievance Meetings
Any grievance meeting held pursuant to this Arti-
de during an employee's working hours with the
Town shall be without loss of wages for the
employees present at such meeting.
:Sectlon20.04 - Multi-Department
Grievances
In the event a grievance applies to more than one
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(1) department, it may be submitted directly to Step
2 of the grievance procedure. Time limits for filing
such a grievance shall be the same as noted in Step 1.
. Article 21
UNION COMMITTEES
Section 21.01
-
Grievance Committee
The Union President and four (4) individuals of
his choice shall constitute the Union Grievance
Committee.
Section 21.02 - Safety Committee
(a) The Town and Union agree jointly to establish
a Safety Committee consisting of an equal number of
Board and Union representatives the number of
members to be agreed upon. This committee will
advise management on all safety problems.
(b) The Town and Union agree jointly to main-
tain, operate and support the Town Loss Control and
Safety Program and Rules, a copy of which is incor-
porated by reference herein. ...
(c) The Board and Union agree to hold Safety
Committee meetings at least once a month.
Section 21.03 - Labor/Management
Committee
Conferences between at least two (2) Board
members and three (3) representatives (which shall
not include the Union Attorney) of the Union on
important matters, which may include the discussion
of procedures for avoiding future grievances and
other methods of improving the relationship between
the parties, willbe arranged between the parties upon
request of either party. Arrangements for such meet-
ings shall be made in advance and shall be held at
reasonable hours as mutually agreed upon the par-
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ties: Employees acting on behalf of the Union shall
suffer no lose of time or pay should meetings fall
within their regular work hours.
The Board and Union agree to hold meetings of
the Labor /Managenient Committee at least once per
month.
~i(icft~clI\) 2~ .«»~ - ~(i~cft~!)ft~CII\) CCIIVOIIVO~ftft(i(i
Employees selected by the Union, not exceeding
fIve (5) in number, to act on its behalf during the
period of negotiation of a labor contract shall suffer
£10loss of time or pay for such time spent during their
regular work hours.
~»(icft~CII\) 2~ .05 - lRl(ic~SlmmmcSlftlclI\) CClIVOlIVOlft-
ft(i(i
The parites agree that a committee composed of
the Board's representative and the representative of
the Union shall be established one hundred twenty
(120) days after the execution of the agreement to
!itudy and explore possible job re-classification, with
the view to rectify existing inequities, if any.
:$(icftlclI\) 2~ .01S - 1Rl(iIl\)(!twSl~ c~ ~~Ii'(i(iIlVO(ill\)ft
The Board and the Union agree to begin negotia-
dons concerning a successor or amended contract no
:later than June 15th of the final year of the contract.
Any contract proposals to amend the current con-
tract shall be reduced to writing by the Town Board
and the Union and shall be exchanged no later than
July 1st.
In any negotiations described in this contract, each
party shall have the right to select its own consultants
and representatives from within or without the
Town. It is recognized that no final agreement
between the parties shall become effective without
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ratification by the Town Board and by the members
of the Union.
Article 22
STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS
Section 22.01
-
Lockout
No lockout of employees shall be instituted by the
Board during the term of this Agreement.
Section 22.02
-
Strikes
No strikes of any kind shall be caused or sancti-
oned by the Union during the term of this Agreement.
Section 22.03
-
Picket Lines
No bargaining unit member shall be required to
cross a picket line off Town premises. .
Article 23
CONTRACT/SUB-CONTRACTING OF
PUBLIC WORK
During the term ofthis Agreement, the Board shall
not contract or sub-contract any public work per-
formed by employees covered by this Agreement. If
the Town wishes to sub-contract any work, the
Union must be given at least two (2) months written
notice and discuss with the Union its decision to
contract or sub-contract and the effect on the
employees of the decision.
Article 24
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Section 24.01
-
Pledge Against Discrimi-
nation and Coercion
(a) The provisions of this Agreement shall be app-
lied equaily to all employees in the bargaining unit
without discrimination as to age, sex, martial status,
race, color, creed, physical and mental handicaps,
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national origin or political affiliation. The Union
shall share equally with the Board the responsibility
f(if applying this provision of this Agreement.
(b) All reference to employees in this Agreement
d,~ignate both sexes, and wherever the male gender
,
isused, it shall be construed to include both male and
female employees.
(c) The Board agrees not to interfere with the
rights of employees to become members of the
l'nion, and there shall be no discrimination, interfer-
ence, restraint or coercion by the Board or any Board
rc:presentative against any employee because of
((nion activity in an official capacity on behalf of the
Union as set forth in Section 10.06 (c).
(d) The Union recognizes its responsibility as the
sole and exclusive representative of the negotiating
unii and agrees to represent all employees in the
negotiating unit.
!iectlon 24.02 - Work Rules
(a) The Town agrees to discuss changes in existing
work rules or the establishment of new work rules
with the Union.
(b) In the event an agreement cannot be reached
1:etween the parties, then the Town may implement
such work rule changes, however, the Union retains
flle right to utilize the grievance arbitration provi-
s ions of this Agreement to restore the work rule to the
status quo for good cause shown.
(c) When existing rules are changed or new rules
ue established, they shall be posted prominently on
dl Union bulletin boards for a period of ten (10)
work days before becoming effective, unless said
work rules affect a particular department only, in
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which event the change or new rule shall be posted
only in the effected department(s). A copy of any
changed or new work rule shall be forwarded to the
Union President.
(d) The Town further agrees to furnish each
employee in the negotiating unit with a copy of all
existing work rules within thirty (30) days after they
become effective. New employees shall be provided
with a copy of the rules at the time of hire.
(e) Employees shall comply with all existing rules
that are not in conflict with the terms of this Agree-
ment, provided the rules are uniformly enforced.'
(f) Any complaint as to reasonableness of any
new or existing rule, or any complaint involving
discrimination in the application of new or existing
work rules, shall be resolved through the grievance
procedure.
$ISCft!OI1\12~.03 - WOII'~C~Oft~!I1\1~1 f?lI'oftlScfth?1S
C~oftlh1!l1\1~
(a) Employees in the following departments: High-
way, Facilities, Sanitation, Sewer Maintenance,
Recycling, Sign Maintenance, Central Garage,
Animal Control Officer, and Main Pump, whose
duties as listed in the job descriptions require such,
shall be provided three (3) uniforms per year, gloves
and rainwear. Protective clothing, including gloves
and rain wear, shall be replaced by the Town when
necessary, subject to normal wear and tear.
(b) Upon the issuance of rain wear, the employee
will be responsible for such and if replacement is
necessary as a result of the negligence of the
employee, a fair and reasonable charge shall ,be made
against the employee.
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(c) Employees included within the provisions of
Sc:ction 24.03 (a) shall also receive an allowance for
safety shoes. The Town will make available to these
employees alternative styles, etc. of such shoes. Each
employee shall pick the style, etc. desired. If the cost
of the safety shoes picked exceeds the allowance, the
employee shall pay such additional cost. Effective
01101/96, there shall be an annual shoe allowance
eslablished to One Hundred ($100.00) dollars for
one (1) pair of shoes. Effective 01101197, One
Hundred Twenty-Five ($125.00) dollars (which
mHYinclude steel-toed sneakers).
{d) Employees receiving any of the items of clo-
thi ng or shoes, as set forth in this section, shall wear
su(:h uniforms, gloves, safety shoes and rainwear at
all times on the job. Employees failing to comply
wilh this section may be subject to discipline, up to
and including loss of allowance.
(e) Employees in the bargaining unit who do not
rec~ive the work or protective clothing as set forth in
Section 24.03 (a), shall receive a seventy-five
($75.00) dollar stipend January.
Sel::tlon 24.04 - Personnel Policy
Five hundred (500) copies ofthis Agreement shall
be provided by the Town for distribution by the local
Union President. Copies of this Agreement will be
pro'tided by the Town no later than sixty (60) days
after mutual ratification.
Sec:tlon 24.05 - Personal Automobile
Reimbursement
Employees who are obligated to use their personal
autcmobile on Town business shall be reimbursed at
the J:RS rate per mile.
.
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S(!cftlolrn 2~.OS - 1'Ullftlolrn !R!(!llI'inIrDlUJrr$(!II'inI(!lrnft
The Town will pay fifty (50%) percent of the
tuition for employees taking job advancement
courses that directly relate to improving the skills of
the employee on the job. Employees must receive
prior approval from the Department Head and the
Town Board and successfully complete said course
with a "BOOor better.
S(!cQlol1'B 24.07 - 1'001 AlloWSlIrnC(! .
All employees required to have tools in the
mechanical garages shall be paid an annual sum
effect 01/01/96 Three hundred ($300.00) dollars,
effective 01/01/97 Three hundred twenty-five
($325.00) dollars.
Tool allowance will be payable in Dec~mber of
each year. Employees must have worked six (6)
months with the Town during the year to be eligible.
S(!c~lol1'O24.08 - !R!(!slidl(!&"icyIR!(!OjUIlrement
Employees covered by this Agreement may reside
anywhere in Erie County after fifteen (15) years of
service. However, employees hired after 09/01/96
must comply with the 1988 Town Residency Law.
Any decrease in residency requirements granted to
any bargaining unit shall be granted to this bargain-
ing unit.
Secftlolrn 2~.Og - !Employee A$sls~Sll1'Oce
Pl1'ogrrSlm
The Town agrees to continue the E.A.P. with
Child and Family Servicesor an equivalent provider.
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Article 25
TEMPORARY, SEASONAL AND
PART-TIME WORKERS
Section 25.01 - Temporary Employees
A temporary employee is defined as an employee
who is hired to fill a position which cannot be filled
tt.rough the regular temporary vacancy procedure,
bJt such employment shall be made for a period not
to exceed eighteen (18) consecutive weeks in a
.
calendar year. Temporary employees shall not be
e:.1titledto any benefits provided by this Agreement.
1 emporary employees who are employed by the
Town for more than eighteen (18) weeks shall
become bargaining unit members.
~iectlon 25.02 - Seasonal Employees
A seasonal employee is defined as an employee
who is hired on a seasonal basis to supplement the
regular work force during peak periods in the
summer and the winter, but such employment shall
.,e for a period not to exceed twenty-four (24) con-
5ecutive weeks in a calendar year. Seasonal
t:mployees shall not be entitled to any benefits pro-
1fided by this Agreement. Seasonal employees who
are employed by the Town for more than twenty-
four (24) weeks shall be bargaining unit members.
Section 25.03
-
Part-Time Employees
A part-time employee is defined as an employee
who is hired on a part-time basis to supplement the
regular work force, but such employee shall not
work in excess of nineteen (19) hours per week.
Part-time employees shall not be entitled to any
benefits of this Agreement.
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SecRl(01) 25.0~ - lImliSJRloU"lls001)I?SJU'R-'1rlme/
SeSJso01)SJllEm~~ovme01)R
No combination of seasonal or part-time service
(except where the part-time position has been estab-
lished for at least twelve (12) months) can equal
more than twenty-four (24) weeks of service in a
calendar year (this section shall not apply to the
Youth and Recreation Department). Part-time
employees may be employed on a year round basis.
Ar~lcle 25
DISAlSllED IEMPlOVlElES .
The Town shall make every effort to place an
employee who becomes partially disabled on his
present job in ajob which he is able to perform, and
in accordance with the American Disabilities Act.
AU'~lcle27
SAVINIGS ClAUSIE
Should any article, section or other portion thereof
this Agreement be declared unlawful or uneforceable
by any court or competent jurisdiction, such decision
of the court shall apply only to the specific article,
section or portion thereof directly specified in the
decision.
AU'~lcle 28
IHlIEAl1r1HlANIIO WlElfAlfU1E fUND
The Town shall contribute the following amount
to the Union Health and Welfare Fund: effective
01/01/96, Five Thousand (5,000) dollars; cf:eLtive
01/01/97, Five Thousand (5,000) dollars; effective
01/01/98, Five Thousand (5,000) dollars. Such
funds may be used for any legitimate purpose, except
for political purposes and the general operating
expenses of the Union.
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The Union agrees'to waive any and all claims for
mc,nies under former Sections 24.07 and 24.11, and
thC:iUnion.acknowledges that all past am~)Unts under
th€:se sections are fully. paid by the Town.
Article 29
DEFERRED INCOME PLAN
, Employeeswill have the right to chooseamong
th ~ following carriers for their Deferred Income
Plan: Copeland, A.G. Edwards & Sons Inc., and
Empire Financial Services. Employees shall not
change carriers within a twelve (12) month period.
,
Article 30
SECTION 125 PLAN
The parties agree to institute a Section 125 plan.
The plan shall include all four (4) categories of
contributions. Dependent care account is limited to
Five-Thousand (5,000) dollars. The other three (3)
categories are limted to a total of 'Two- Thousand
(2,000) dollars. If there is money in the plan on
December 31st, after payment offorfeitures, the bal-
, ance will be paid as follows:50%to the Union Health
and Welfare Fund and 50% to the Town. The choice
. I)f provider shall be the Town's subject to disappro-
val by the Union. The Union acknowledges that the
two (2) firms that presented proposals are acceptable
to the Union.
Article 31
DRUG TESTING
Theparties agree to negotiate a drug testingpolicy.
No such policy shall be instituted until the parties
mutually agree on all terms.
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Article 32
TERMINATION AND" MODIFICATION
This Agreement shall" become effective the first
day of January, 1996, and continue in full force and
effect until midnight December 31, 1998, and from
year to year thereafter 'unless on or before J uly 1st
prior to any expiration date, either party shall notify
the other in writing of its intention to negotiate for the
succeeding year. The parties shall meet no later than
fifteen (15) days after such notice is given..
In WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties heret~
have caused this Agreement to be executed each by
its authorized officials.
TOWN OF CHEEKTOWAGA
BY:
~~.+nL-
SUPERVISOR
TOWN OF CHEEKTOWAGA EMPLOYEES
ASSOCIATION ..
BY:
~'~
'PRESIDENT
DATE EXECUTED:
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Cleaner 11.417 11.835 12.284 12.976
Laborer 9.083 10.382 12.976
.
13.517 14.070 14.877
Animal Control Officer 13.542 14.093 14.797 15.154
MEO"S"
Auto Mech Helper
General Mechanic
Utility Man 13.650 14.183 14.734 15.217
Sewer Maintenance Man
Traffic Maintenace Man
Maintenance Man
Tree Trimmer
I. 1~.9141 .. 14.46.81 1§~()~61.Pump Operator 15.597
APPENuiX "A" 10 ..iune 3u, i;;o ~. . .~ """".. r-a8"1 """r-r-,...DLU~ \JUL,""," ~IYlrL.V I ~~o
TITLE START 12 MOS. 18 MOS. 24 MOS. 30 MOS. 36 MOS.
0\00

S'3~!l)r ~3-~'!!~.~~!~~'.A!::~o:-
Equip Maint Man
Groundskeeper
MEO"A" 14.844 15.397 15.948 16.436
Welder
Auto Body Repair
Bldg Maint Man
Auto Mechanic 14.844 15.397 15.948 16.696
SrSewage
Treatment Plant Operator 15.363 15.917 16.449 17.757
.
Senior Maint Man
Plumber
Electrician 17.585 17.937 18.288 18.648
Recylina
Laborer's Aide 7.273 7.590 7.906 8.222 8.854 9.485
Lt Motor Equip Operator 9.172 9.494 9.803 10.119 10.752 11.384
Sew Treat Plant Oper I.
01\0
Cleaner 11.645 12.072 12.530 13.236
Laborer 9.265 10.590 13.236 13.787 14.351 15.175
Animal Control Officer 13.813 14.375 15.093 15.457
MEO"B"
Auto Mech Helper
General Mechanic
UtilityMan 13.923 14.467 15.029 15.521
Sewer Maintenance Man
Traffic Maintenace Man
Maintenance Man
Tree Trimmer
Pump Operator 14.192 14.757 15.367 15.909
APPENDIX
"B"
TITLE
To December 31,1996 BLUE COLLAR EMPLOYEES
START 12 MOS. 18 MOS. 24 MOS. 30 MOS. 36 MOS.
J
o
~~Tr:atP~~n~ <??~r
..J I
I\:Semor ~wMcU'-1lYVUII\CI
Equip Maint Man
Groundskeeper
MEO"A" 15.141 15.705 16.267 16.765
Welder
Auto Body Repair
Bldg Maint Man
Auto Mechanic 15.141 15.705 16.267 17.030
-...I Sr Sewage
- Treatment Plant 0 erator 15.670 16.235 16.778 18.112
Senior Maint Man
Plumber
Electrician 17.937 18.296 18.654 19.021
Re lin
Laborer's Aide 7.418 7.742 8.064 8.386 9.031 9.675
Lt Motor E ui o erator 9.355 9.684 9.999 10.321 10.967 11.612
Cleaner 11.994 12.434 . 12.906 13.633
Laborer 9.543 10.908 13.633 14.201 14.782 15.630
Animal Control Officer '14.227 14.806 15.546 15.921
ME 0 n B"
Auto Mech Helper
General Mechanic
Utility Man 14.541 15.101 15.680 16.187
Sewer Maintenance Man
Traffic Maintenace Man
Maintenance Man
Tree Trimmer
Pump Operator 14.618 15.200 15.828 16.386
APPENDIX "C"
TITLE
To December 31,1997 BLUE COL.1AR EMPLOYEES
START 12 MOS. 18 MOS. 24 MOS. 30 MOS. 36 MOS. 48 MOS.
JN
Sew Treat ~iantUpel
Senior Sew Maint Wor1<er
Equip Maint Man'
Groundskeeper
MEO"A" 15.595 16.176 16.755
Welder
Auto Body Repair
Bldg Maint Man
Auto Mechanic 15.595 16.176 16.755
-...J Sr SewageIN
Treatment Plant 0 rator 16.140 16.722 17.281
Senior Maint Man'
Plumber
Electricia'n 18.475 18.845 19.214
Re lin
Laborer's Aide 7.641 7.974 8.306
Lt Motor E ui 0 rator 9.636 9.975 10.299
I I I I
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92
38 9.302 9.965
31 11.296 11.960 .13.460 .
17.2
17.54
18.6
19.5
8.6
10.6
Cleaner 12.354 12.807 13.293 14.042
Laborer 9.829 11.235 14.042 14.627 15.225 16.099
Animal Control Officer 14.654 15.250 16.012 16.399
MEonsn
Auto Mech Helper
General Mechanic
Utility Man
Sewer Maintenance Man
Traffic Maintenace Man
Maintenance Man
Tree Trimmer
Pump Operator 15.057 15.656 16.303 16.878
Sew Treat Plant Oper
Senior Sew Maint Wor1<er
Equip Maint Man
Groundskeeper
MEonAn 16.063 16.661 17.258 17.786
APPENDIX "0"
TITLE
To December 31.1998 SLUE COLLAR EMPLOYEES
START 12 MOS. 18 MOS. 24 MOS. 30 MOS. 36 MOS. 48 MOS.
:a
~
AutoBody Repair
Bldg Maint Man
Auto Mechimic 16.063 16.661 17.258 18.067
Sr Sewage
Treatment Plant Operator 16.624 17.224 17.799 19.215
Senior Maint Man
Plumber
Electrician 19.029 19.410 19.790 20.180
ReCYling
Laborer's Aide 7.870 8.213 8.555 8.897 9.581 10.264
l
Lt Motor Equip Operator 9.925 10.274 10.608 10.950 11.635 12.319 15.364
Welder
JVI
Cieri<
Adminstratlve Cieri< 22,930.93 11.024 23,891.65 11.486 24,852.44 11.948 26,335.28 12.661
Recreation Attendeot 22,930.93 11.024 23,891.65 11.486' 24,852.44 11.948 26,599.40. 12.788
.cleri<-Typist
Zonina Cieri< 23,475.18 11.286 24,453.55 11.757 25,431.88 12.227 26,670.99 12.823
Telephone Operator
GraDhic Artist 23,883.49 11.482 24,884.70 11.964 25,851.01 12.428 26,742.66 12.857
Cieri<Steno
Reaeation Specialist
Employment Counsel 24,768.14 11.908 25,751.85 12.381 26,742.33 12.857 27,888.43 13.408
Recreation Instructor
Outreach Wori<er 25,975.13 12.488 26,876.31 12.921 27,871.59 13.400 28,866.85 13.878
Recreation Leader
Reaeation Supervisor 25,975.13 12.488 26,876.31 12.921 27,871.59 13.400 30,000.10 14.423
Leaal Steno 26,679.75 12.827 27,664.17 13.300 28,648.58 13.773 29,494.92 14.180
Account Cieri<
Senior Cieri< 27,184.47 13.069 . 28,166.87 13.542 29,212.97 14.045 30,001.06 14.424
. Account Cieri<Typist
Senior Cieri< Typist 27,184.47 13.069 28,166.87 13.542 29,212.97 14.045 30,529.48 14.678
APPENDIX "E"
TitlE
To June 30,1996 WHITE COLLAR EMPLOYEES
START 12 MOS. 18 MOS. 24 MOS.
RATE RATE RATE RATE
-.J0\
Payroll leltt 28. 76.7
"
SA 4 .4 --,_.. -.._-
'''.'IIoII'VO <t,J1.ID\I.~ ".-t.w:)
Asst Accountant 30,258.88
"
14.548 31,241.34 15.020 32,226.86 15.494 33,087.28 15.907
Engineering Aide 31,367.23 15.080 32,349.85 15.553 33,334.81 18.026 34,183.87 16.435
Engineering Assist
Asst BuildingInspector
Zoning Inspector
Housing ~nspector
Asst Plumbing Inspector
Real Property Technicia~
Asst Field Assessqr
Fire Inspector 33,106.17 15.916 34,270.95 18.478 35,435.74 17.036 36,880.05 17.635
Senior Engineering Asst
BuildingInspector 36,328.32 17.486 37,571.99 18.063 38,860.51 18.587 39,689.22 19.081
Principal EnQineerinQ Asst 38,819.73 18.587 39,779.72 19.125 40,949.27 19.687 41,980.64 20.183
Junior EnQineer 41,304.01 19.858 42,726.48 20.542 43,971.37 21.140 45,150.10 21.707
AdministrativeCleltt 22,701.18 10.914
Program Coordfnator 27,183.81 13.069
Public Relations Asst 22,930.38 11.024
Senior Acct
c
Cleltt Typist
I 3 0 I I I13643 293 1 1 11..1 ~n'u"~QI 4. ."",I . u I
"
"
GrantTitles
Cleft<
AdminstrativeCleft< 23,389.55 11.245 24,369.48 11.716 25,349.49 12.187 26,861.99 12.914
Recreation Attendant 23,389.55 11.245 24,369.48 11.716 25,349.49 12.187 27,131.39 13.044
Cleft<-Typist
Zoning Clert< 23,944.68 11.512 24,942.62 11.992 25,940.52 12.471 27,204.41 13.079
Telephone Operator
Gr8PtucArtist 24,361.16 11.712 25,382.39 12.203 26,368.03 12.677 27,277.51 13.114
Clert< Steno
Recreation Specialist
Employment Counsel 25,263.50 12.146 26,266.89 12.628 27,277.18 13.114 28,446.20 13.676
Recreation Instructor
Outreach Woft<er 26,494.63 12.738 27,413.84 13.180 28,429.02 13.668 29,444.19 14.156
Recreation Leader 26,494.63 12.738 27,413.84 13.180 28,429.02 13.668 30,022.15 14.434
Recreation SUDervisor 26,494.63 12.738 27,413.84 13.180 28,429.02 13.668 30,600.10 14.712
Leasl Stano 27,213.35 13.083 28,217.45 13.566 29,221.55 14.049 30,084.82 14.464
Account Cleft<
Senior Cleft< 27,728.16 13.331 28,730.21 13.813 29,797.23 14.326 30,601.08 14.712
Account Cleft< Typist
Senior Cleft< Typist
.-
27,728.16 13.331 28,730.21
-
13.813 29,797.23 14.326 31,140.07 14..:.~I!
APPENDIX
"F' To December 31,1996 WHITE COLLAR EMPLOYEES
TITLE START 12 MOS. 18 MOS. 24 MOS.
RATE RATE RATE RATE
-..l00
Payroll Clerk 28,944.23 13.Y1:» ~Y,Y4fj.3~ 14.;;iI, ;;u,il5i .51 i4.aai ;;i ,ai4.;;iI i5.~
Asst Accountant 30,864.06 . 14.838 31,886.17 15.320 32,871.40 15.804 33,749.03 16.225
Engineering Aide 31,994.57 15.382 32,996.64 15.864 34,001.51 16.347 34,867.55 16.763
Engineering Assist
Asst Building Inspector
Zoning Inspector
Housing Inspector
Asst Plumbing Inspector
Real Property Technician
Asst Field Assessor
Fire Inspector 33,768.29 16.235 34,956.37 16.806 36,144.45 17.377 37,413.65 .17.987
Senior engineering Asst
Building Inspector 37,054.89 17.815 38,323.43 18.425 39,433.72 18.959 40,483.00 19.463
Principal Engineering Asst 39,392.12 18.939 40,575.31 19.507 41,768.26 20.081 42,820.25 20.587
Junior Engineer 42,130.09 20.255 43,581.01 20.952 44,850.80 21.563 46,053.10 22.141
Administrative Clerk 23,155.18 11.132
Program Coordinator 27,727.49 13.331
Public Relations Asst 23,388.99 11.245
Senior Acct Cleft Typtst I I
~
\0
Grant Titles
APPENDIX
"G" To December 31, 1997
TIT1.E START 12 MOS.
RATE
Clertt
AdmInstrative Clertt 24,091.24
Reaeation Attend8nt 24,091.24
Clertt-Typist .
Zoni CIertt 24,663.02
Telephone Operator
G ic Artist 25 091.99
00 Cleft( Steno0
Reaeation Specialist
Em ant Counsel 26,021.41
Reaeation Instructor
Outreach Wortcer 27,289.47
Reaeation Leader 27,289.47
rvisor 27,289.47
Steno 28,029.75
Account Clertt
Senior Clertt 28,560.00
Account Clertt Typist
SenIor Clertt Typist 28,560.00
WHITECOLLAR EMPLOYEES
18 MOS. 24 MOS.
RATE RATE RATE
12.068 26,109.97 12.553 27,667.85 13.302
12.068 26,109.97 12.553 27,945.33 13.435
12.351 26,718.74 12.846 28,020.54 13.471
12.569 27,159.07 .13.057 28,095.84 13.508
13.007 28,095.50 13.507 29,299.59 14.086
13.575 29,281.89 14.078 30,327.52 14.581
13.575 29,281.89 14.078 30,922.81 14:867
13.575 29,281.89 14.078 31,518.10 15.153
13.973 30,098.20 14.470 30,987.36 14.898
14.227 30,691.15 14.755 31,519.11 15.153
14.227 30,691.15 14.755 32,074.27 15.420
11.582 25,100.56
11.582 25,100.56
11.857 25,690.90
12.063 26,143.86
12.510 27,054.90
13.120 28,236.26
13.120 28,236.26
13.120 28,236.26
13.476 29,063.97
13.731 29592.12
13.731 29,592.12
SenIorN:d Cln Typist I _~ _._ __I ','--I I I I I I r
~Ci-Iu.i\;_-~
~'II01~.;)O i4.~ JU,1S44.71 14.829 31,880.12 15.327 32,768.82 15.754
Asst Accountant 31,789.98 15.284 32,822.16 15.780 33,857.54 16.278 34 761.50 16.712
32954.41 15.843 33,986.54 16.340 35,021.56 16.837 35 913;58 17.266
00 34,781.34 16.722 36005.06 17.310 37,228.78 17.898 38,536.06 18.527.
-
38,166.54 18.349 39,473.13 18.977 40 616.73 19.527 41,697.49 20.047
40 573.68 19.507 41 792.57 20.093 43021.31 .20.683 44104.86 21.204
43,393.99 20.862 44,888.44 21.581 46,196.32 22.210 47,434.69 22.805
Grant TrUes
Administrative Cleft< 23,849.84 11.466
Proaram Coordinator 28.559.31 13.730
Public Relations Asst
'
24,090.66 11.582
CIer1t
AdminstrativeCler1t 24,813.98 11.930 25 853.58 12.430 26,893.27 12.929 28,497.89 13~701
Recreation Attendent 24,813.98 11.930 25,853.58 12.430 26,893.27 12.929 28,783.69 .13.838
Cleft<-Typist
Zoning Cleft< 25,402.91 12.213 26,461.63 12.722 27,520.30 13.231 28,881.16 13.876
Telephone Operator
1~.425GraPhicArtist .
.
25844.75 26,928.18 12.946 27 973.84 13.449 28,938.72 13.913
CIer1t Steno
'Recreatlon Specialist
13.913EmPlovmentCounsel 26,802.05. 12.886 27,886.55 13.397 28,838.37 30,178.58 14.509
Recreation Instructor
Outreach Wor1ter 28,108.15 13.514 29,083.35 13.982 30,160.35 14.500 31,237.35 15.018
Recreation Leader 28,108.15 13.514 29;083.35 13.982 30,160.35 14.500 31 850.49 15.313
Recreation SUpervisor 28,108.15 13.514 29,083.35 . 13.982 30,160.35 14.500 32,463.64 15.608
LeaaJSteno 28,870.64 13.880 29,935.89 14.392 31;001.15 . 14.904 . 31,916.98 15.345
Account Cler1t
Senior Cleft< 29,416.80 14.143 30,479.88 14.654 31,611.88 15.198 32,464.68 15.608
Account CIer1tTypist
SeniorCleft<Typist 29,416.80 14.143 30,479.88 J~,~ _3!~lt~ L-__1~t~._~,~.~_ 15.883
__-0_.-- __ _ .
APPENDIX
"H"
TITLE
To December 31,1998 WHITE COLLAR EMPLOYEES
START 12 MOS. 18 MOS. 24 MOS.
RATE RATE RATE RATE
00
tV
. Senior Aa:J.ClerkTypist
I ~7MQ41 4..'7....1... __ A_I
._ __
.1 I I I I
~IClerk .....-........ ..,
'.'
'V.\liJ '1;J~f4 ;1;;t836.52 15.787 33,751.88 18.227
Asst Accountant 32,743.68 15.742 33,806.82 16.253 34,873.27 16.766 35 804.35 17.214
ineeri Aide 33 943.04 16.319 35,006.14 16.830 36 072.21 17.342 36 990.99 17.784
Engineering Assist
Asst Building Inspec;:tor
Zoning Inspector
Housing Inspector
Asst Plumbing Inspector
Real Property Technician
00 Asst .FieldAssessor
w Fire'lns 35824.78 17.223 37,085.21 17.829 38 345.64 18.435 39692.14 19.083
Senior Engineering Asst
Buildi In 39,311.54 18.900 40,657.32 19.547 41835.23 20.113 42948.41 20.648
41791.10 20.092 43 046.35 20.695 44 311.95 21.304 45 428.01 21.840
44 695.81 21.488 46 35.09 22.228 47 582.21 22.876 48 857.73 23.489
Grant T1tIes
AdministrativeClerk 24 565.34 11.810
Progi'am Coordinator 29,416.09 14.142
Public Relations Asst 24,813.38 11.930
APPENDIX "I"
UNIFORM POSTING
1. JOB OPENING AND VACANCIES
2. CLASSIFICATION
3. WAGE SCHEDULE
Step 1 - Starting. Salary:
Step 2 - 12 months:
Step 3 - 18 months:
Step4 -2 years:
.
4. RESPONSIBILITY:
5. SHIFT:
6. 'GENERALREMARKS:
No fringe benefits will be paid to all new employees
until after the ninety (90) day probationary period is
completed
'
All other employees in service with the Town will
receive all benefits from the first (1st) day of promotion or
of an inter-departmental transfer.
All applications shall be submitted to the Department
Head and a copy of same to the President of the Local
Union.
This notice is posted in compliance with the collective
bargaining agreement between the Town of Cheektowaga
Employees Association and the Town of Cheektowaga and
shall remain posted for ten (10) ,working days.
7. DATED:
Signatur~ of Department Head
,8. COPIES: All Departments
- Town of Cheektowaga Employees
AssoCiation
'
,
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APPENDIX "J"
BID APPLICATION
POSTING OF . FOR
(date) (position)
in
(department)
DEAR.
(department head)
I would like to be considered for the position of
(as per recent posting). I feel I meet the
,~ualifications required for the position. .
NAME
BENIORITY DATE
TODA Y'S DATE
TITLE (present working status)
in .
(name of department)
I DO possess the CDL license
(name appearing on license)
DATE OF EXPIRATION
I DO NOT possess the CDL license
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
SHGNATURE
BIDS WILL ONLY BE' ACCEPTED ON
THIS FORM
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APPENDIX "K"
NEW YORK STATE EMPLOYEES
RETIREMENT SYSTEM
75-1 "20-Year Career Plan"
Since the Town of Cheektowaga is participating
employer under New York State Law, certain
employees may be entitled to retirement benefits
based on age and years of service.
Under the 75-1 Plan, Town employees fall into
three groups each of which requires different eligibil-
ity standards. Each employee is a member in one of
the following groups.
Tier 1 Members: All employees who were hired
prior to July 1, 1973.
Tier 2 Members: All employees who were hired
from July 1, 1973 to and including June 30,
1976.
Tier 3 Members: All employees hired on ~r after
July 1, 1976.
Tier 4 Members: All employees hired on or after
September 1, 1983.
NOTE: If you have been employed by the Town in'
other than a regular full-time basis (part-time,
CET A, etc.) you may not be entitled to r.etirement
benefits under the law. Please check with your local
Retirement System representative.
The Town's Retirement is administrated com-
pletely by the New York State Employees Retire-
me"ntSystem and is much too complicated to explain
here. Please contact the Albany office of the Retire-
ment system at (515) 474-7736 or visit the Buffalo
86
office at the State Office building located on 65
Court Street on the first, second, third or fourth
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of
~ch month.. The retirement representative is there.
.from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on,a first-come, first-
:iervedbasis.
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